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White Named Valedittorian,
Doyle Salutatorian, McDaniel
Honors Day Speaker At FHS
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, April 24, 1958

Suit Seeks $87,111.75 For Damages
Resulting From Car-Truck Collision
Two lawsuits, totalling $87,111.75 were filed in Fulton Cbunty Circuit Court on Tuesday for damages resulting from an automobile-truck collision on the Middle
Road in February.

Number Seventeen

Mass Meeting Heartily Endorses Pool;
Pledge $4,500 To Start The Ball Rolling
130 Join C of C;
Record Budget
In '58 Assured

• . • •
YMBC Votes To
Give Donation To
Swimming Pool

•

•

•

CLASS DONATES $25
McIntyre was riding at the time.
In the $12,111.75 lawsuit the
The Sopth Fulton Senior Class
plaintiffs are Rose's parents, A.
has voted to donate $25.00 to the
D. and Leola McIntyre, and the
swimming_ pool fund, in memory
defendants are the same as in the
of Charles Ward Mansfield and
other lawsuit.
Duster Owens.
As a result of the accident little
Rose received serious injuries
Membership Goal Is 200. To Send
which necessitated nirgery on her
Boy To
Bud White
Ella Doyle
Around 150 citizens of Fulton
McDaniel
Says: Drive
eye. First treated at the Hillview
Boys State: Has
and South Fulton attended a mass
Fulton High School today anHospital she was later removed
Continues
On
This
Week
meeting Monday night at the FulElection Of Officers
nounced the honlr students of
to the Baptist Hospital where she
ton city hall courtroom with one
this year's graduating class, with
To date, one hundred and thirty
underwent surgery by specialists.
idea in mind: to build a swimRobert (Bud) White as valedicThe accident occurred about Fulton firms and individuals have
ming pool for the community.
joined the Chamber of Commerce,
torian and Ella Doyle as saluteCon ttnued on P400 Sew*
An hour and a half later after
according to a report submitted
tcrian. Susan McDaniel took the
the group had listened to various
third—place honors as honor day
to the Board of Directors at their
speeches in favor of the project,
regular monthly meeting Monday
speaker.
a whopping total of $4500 in
noon at the Park Terrace restaurThere were 14 'nonor students
pledges from the audience got the
in all. The other 11 were Gloria
ant.
campaign off to a flying start and
Hinton, Virginia Page, Marion
C. H. McDaniel, membership
the campaign is now on in earnSeven Southern Bell Telephone pairman, two years; D. P. Kim- chairman, stated that, of the 130,
Blackstone, Anne Fall. Patsy
est.
Company drivers in Fulton were brow, installer repairman, one thirty-four are new members and
Grooms, Coy Matheny, Barbara
The twin-cities ?an have a pool
presented "Safe Driving" awards year; and A. L. Mallard, installer 96 are renewal memberships.
Boyd, Diane Wright, Judith
in operation this summer, the
Tuesday by Riley Allen, local repairman, one year.
Browning, Sue Moore and Bonnie
With around 100 more firms to
group was told—but it is going to
plant foreman.
Britton.
The seven local drivers have a see, it is hoped by McDaniel to
take a lot of soliciting and conThe local drivers who receiv- total of 30 years of experience. swell the 1958 membership to
Two other students Allen Matributing by a whole lot of people
ed the certificates are: R. J. Allen, In the entire Mayfield Group over 200.
loney and Vida Guill,.would have
—and the time to get busy is
plant foreman with 11 years of which includes Fulton, Murray
qualified if they had not been
The 130 members have paid or
right away.
service as a Southern Bell driv- and Mayfield, 36 employees will
transfer students.
pledged a record $6,666 in dues
A meeting of the Board of Dier; H. H. Hurd, Central Office receive the awards with a total
Bud had a perfect standing of
for the year, and with the addirectors of the Willow-Plunge
repairman with six years; A. E. of 228 years of driving experience.
3, while Ella had a 2.9722 standtional memberships yet to be rePark Corporation—a non-profit
Graves, installer repairman with
ing and Susan had a 2.9706 standThe certificates read: "This ported, the Chamber's
goal of
Dewey Johnson
corporation that will build and
five years; C. E. Barkley, install- certificate is awarded in recogniing.
around
$8,000
operating
for
exoperate the pool—has been called
Sturm McDaniel
er repairman with three years; tion for this meritorius service
The valedictorian and salutaAt the regular dinner-meeting
penses is in sight, McDaniel refor Thursday night at 7:30 p. m.
torian must complete the full
A. D. Burrow, switchman, two and its contribution to public
of the Young Men's Business
ported.
to map the next moves in the profour years in Fulton High School. A's for a total of 19 credits.
years; C D Shupe, installer re- safety".
Miss Doyle made' all A's
In 1957 a total of 155 members Club Tuesday night the members gram of location, financing and
Honor students or honor graduvoted
to
donate
$500,
or
to
match
through
school
with
the
exceptpaid
in 0,337.50 for dues, and
construction. The Board will seek
ates must have a point standing
this very limited budget caused any club not exceeding $1,000, to help for a gigantic public stock
of 2 or better with no grade of tion of one B in Freshman
the
swimming
pool
for
Fulton
curtailment of several phases of
subscription drive, to be underF and may transfer as much as algebra. Miss McDaniel has made
Chamber work that can be pro- fund.
,
.aken right away and intended to
two years works from other all A's except one B in solid geometry.
The club also voted to again seek some 'contribution, however
perly expanded in 1958.
schools.
This year's graduating class has
The 1958 dugs payments can be send a boy to Boy's State this small, from every White citizen
Miss Janice Vincent, daughter
Young White, since he started
made monthly, quarterly, semi- year.
of the twin-cities.
in the first grade in 1945, has had been an unusual class to the ex- of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Vincent of
At the meeting, held at
annually or in one lump payment,
The corporation has indicated
all A's on his permanent record tent that there are 16 students Dukedom, has been selected by
and many are finding that month- Boyette's Dining Room at Reel- that the pool will be built tor
popular vote as queen of the
cards. In high school he made 38
Continued on Page Twelve
ly payments are enabling them foot Lake, the new officers were White people only, and since it is
South Fulton student body to reHouse-To-House
to contribute more, McDaniel re- elected. Dewey Johnson, local in- a private organization, not affilipresent the school In the CleanCanvass To Be Made:
surance agent, was named presi- ated with or supported by the
ported.
Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up Campaign
dent, succeeding Dr. Virgil Bark- City in any manner, it is able to
Ky. Drive This W•e
in the twin-cities.
er.
conduct private business in any
Miss Vincent. a senior, has been
An organizational meeting for
—jottings from
The other new officers are manner that it sees fit, the Monquite
active
class
in
activities
the
1958
fund
drive
ottethe Obion
Miss Virginia rage, a senior,
Continues on Page Seven
day meeting was advised.
has been named May Day Clean- throughout her four years in high County chapter 6f tine American
Monday's meeting was conductschool
and has many honors be- Cancer society was held Monday
Up Queen of nilton High School.
ed by Joe Trees, President. After
Several patients were moved in
Her attendants will be Miss stowed on her. She was chosen night at the Drill in Union City
a few preliminary remarks he inJanice Page, a junior, Miss Jean basketball queen in her junior and 12 district "captains" were Whitnel ambulances from the
troduced Ardell Fields of Hickyear
Henderson
and
was
Rest
pictured
Home
to
as
the
named.
the
new
Burnette, a sopohomore, and Miss
man, who briefly outlined to the
"Most Versatile" in the Who's
A house-to-house canvass for Haws Memorial Rest Home in the
Chan Covington, a freshman.
meeting the manner in which the
Who
Haws
section
of
the
Memorial
1958
Devilier
Hospital buildfunds will be conducted in South
Attractive Miss Page is the
According to an announcement citizens of Hickman conducted a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert in the high school annual. She is Fulton on the night of Monday ing this morning.
made today, the Water Valley similar drive and built a pool for
April 28.
The new rest home will be Canning Company and the Hick- their community three years
Polsgrove of 209 Fifth Street. The an honor student.
ago.
A sound truck will tour South operated by Mrs. M. W. Haws, man Canning Company will be
17-year-old miss is one of the
Miss Vincent has become quite
Fields steed that the pool at
Fulton
and
Union
City the after- owner of the building and she operated this year by the Water Hickman,
honor graduates of the graduating well-known
throughout
West
10 feet by 75 feet, was
Dear friends and gentle readers: class at Fulton High and plans Tennessee for her splendid sports- noon of the 28th to inform the will be assisted by Mrs.'Edd Hen- Valley Implement Company of
built as soon as $10,000 in pledges
I thought counting bottle caps to enroll soon after graduation manship and excellent perfor- citizens of the effort.
derson. who has been operating Water Valley.
was secured. and cost $16,537, but
and milk cartons was a tremen- at a Memphis business school.
Tomato grower; may get their is valued at between $23,000 and
mance on the basketball court, The county-wide goal of the the Henderson Rest Home here.
chapter
this
dous job But that was duck-soup
year
is
$3,565.
Mrs.
Haws
is
a music teacher contracts and seed or plants at $25,000. The difference represents
She is a member of the cast having played on South Fulton's
The Cancer drive on the Ken- and has been a member of the either plant. Containers will be
compared to counting registrat- of the senior class play and is first team the past four years.
the considerable amount of labor
tucky
side of town got underway South Fulton faculty for the past furnished.
ion from 36 stores participating considered an excellent office girl
Runnerups in the contest who
and material donated by indivihere Monday
in WFUL's big Corenaunity Club at the school.
year. .
will serve as the queen's attenduals during construction.
Awards program.
The rest home is located in the
GRAVES IS PRESIDENT
Miss Page has been an out- dants are Miss Sandra Laird, a
Harry Barry county sanitarian,
upper
portion
building
of
the
and
standing student all through junior: Miss Sandra Stephens, a
Ralph Graves, owner of Graves spoke
briefly regarding channels
The staff at the station is be- school and has taken part in all sophomore
the
first
floor will ,be rented for Hardware and Sporting Goods
and
Miss Peggy
necessary to get State approval.
ginning to think that learning school activities.
offices.
store, has been elected president
Counce, a freshman.
anything but counting at school
Mrs. Itenderson is supervisor of of the Union City High School He also pointed out that there are
was a complete waste of time.
the
rest home and will be in P-TA organization. Mr. Graves is now 113 private or municipal
In Fiscal Court at Hickman
swimming pools in Kentucky,
We can say conservatively that
charge
of the nursing staff.
formerly of Fulton.
Tuesday a motion was made and
with 24 being built during the
at least 9,000 persons registered
seconded that the Fulton County
past year. He stated that with
at the CCA sponsors stores last
magistrates receive a $100 a
proper blueprints, a speedy apweek .
. . and they're going
month salary, doing away with
proval could probably be obtainstronger this week. And we've
the fees they receive now.
edthrigh Health department
got to count every registration
The Tennessee Public Service to seek the new rates which will
channels,
Three of the magistrates voted
because the clubs really took their Commission has reset the date for
mean a 11.5 per cent increase for in favor of the motion, and one
Roper PURI, has been named
registrations seriously. Once sev- its hearing on an application for
the average residential customer passed, then County Judge John
treasurer of the corporation.
eral clubs made up a caravan rate adjustment by KFmtucky
and a 10 per cent increase for the Bondurant refused to sign the reThe pool for the twin-cities is
and registered and purchased it- Utilities Company for 9:30 a. m., average
Thereadil be gifts, refreshments be from 10 s m to 7 p. m
commercial customer. No solution until he checked further
being planned a little larger than
ems from every store and what is May 22 in Nashville.
and entertainment all day at the
changessare proposed in the rates into the matter.
Mrs. L. C. Logan will present that at Hickman, and may cost a
more tiksy had their friends, reThe company has asked the for off-peak water heating, street
Wednesday County Attorney Pepsi-Cola Open House in High- organ music and there will be little more, the meeting was adlatives an maybe some enemies commission for authority to make lighting
and some other services. James Milberg was working on lands on Wednesday. April 30, ac- entertainers from Radio Station vised. Every effort will be made
registering for them. Its ter- electric rate adjustments or its
cording to Charles Reams, man- WPM. giving out with that to hold the actual cost to a miniThe new rates the company is the matter.
rific.
Tennessee customers designed to seeking in Tennessee are the same
ager of the new plant
good
county-style
old
music mum by seeking donations of
A bill was passed in the 1958
Hours of the open house will
increase its revenue 9.18 per cent. as corresponding rates authorized
Continued on Page Seven
labor, equipment and materials
Legislature
State
and
signed
And while I'd like to write
by
This is the first lime the com- by the Kentucky Public Service
from any who will give or who
the governor permitting magissome of the good old columns pany has asked the commission
Commission in January for Ken- trates
will help out with construction.
to receive the $100 a month
again I can't promise you a thing for a rate increase. K. U. serves
tucky customers.
Additional information will be
salary instead of a fee of $15
for weeks . . . because I am a a total of 2,633 electric customers
K. U. stated that the increased
available after the meeting Thursliving symbol olf CCA myself
. in Claiborne and Obion Counties. revenue from the proposed rate for each day they meet.
day night.
Counting, Confused, Awed.
In the counties where the new
Company officials said increas- adjustments—estimated at $28 method
of paying magistrates has
ed costs of equipment, labor, and 434 a year—will be used to proSeveral of the clubs have told fuel since World War H forced it
been adopted the counties have
Continued on Page Seven
me all during the campaign . . .
sued and the cases are pending
its fun, its work, its rewarding..
in the Court of Appeals at
and even if we don't !din
present
of the big przes it is bringing
somei us
closed together by working toThe First Baptist Church at
for one common cause.
Fulton was broken into and
That's for sure!
ransacked sometime Sunday night,
with a small amount of money
And the laughs of the week
At a meeting of the local delivered soon. The committee
was taken !men a purse which
came when Ethel McDaniel said Jaycees Thursday evening, plans appointed to be in charge of the
Fred Homra. Fulton businesshad been left in the auditorium,
that she and her cohorts were were made for the organization ticket sales is composed of Bill man', was elected president of the
and a tape recorder belonging to
busily counting thousands of to sponsor a talent show and to Warren, chairman, Don Sensing Southland's 40 et 8, a veteran's
the pastor
Pepsi-Cola bottle tops and stuck send the winner to the Mid-South and Hubert Mullins.
organization at the Dixie PromeThe breakin was discovered Monher hand in the bushel basket Fair in Memphis in September.
At the meeting Thursday even- nade held in Nashville Friday,
day morning at 8:30 by the pasand pulled out a mouse . . . that
The show will be held on June ing plans were completed for the Saturday and Sunday.
tor. the Rev. John D. Lida.
Continued on Page Twelve
7 at Carr Auditorium.
Installation dinner to be held on
Dr H. Kettv of Jackson. Miss
The new Pepsi-Cola Plant in Highlands is a 12,000 Locks on the doors to the main
Jerry Hawks was appointed Thursday evening, May 1, at the was named vice-president of the
square feet, block-brick veneer structure. The building office, the pastor's office and the
REV. ROW IS EVANGELIST
chairman of the committee in Park Terrace Restaurant.
group.
office supply room, were broken
The Rev. R. H. Bow of Fulton charge of arrangements, by PresiThe Cancer Drive in the busiThe promenade, which is com- is 90 feet wide and 168 feet long and is built in a T-shape. and desk drawers, file cabinets,
will be the evangelist at a re- dent Ray Williams.
ness section of town will be con- posed of nine states. Alabama, The beautiful landscaping and the pretty lake along and the safe had been ransacked,
vival, meeting to begin April 27
The Jaycees also voted to sell ducted Monday by the Jaycees Arkaneak, Florida. Georgia, Kenbut nothing has been found missat the West Hickman Methodist tickets on a boat to finish paying with Ralph Smith as chairman, tucky, Louisiana. Mississippi, side the building have blended in well with the residen- ing.
section
tial
of
Highlands
and
the
plant is considered a Fulton City Police were called
Church. The meeting will con- for the scoreboard for Memorial assisted by Paul Kasnow as co- and Texas, will be held in LouisStadium. The scoreboard will be chairman.
tinue through May 2.
ville next May.
great asset to the community.
to investigate the breakin.
In the $75,000.00 suit Rose McIntyre, young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. McIntyre of Fulton,
who was seriously injured in the
accident which occurred in front
of Radio Station WFIJL, is the
plaintiff.
The defendants are Albert
Rubilio and Thomas Cuneo, doing business as Ronco Foods
Robert Eugene Wilson, driver of
the Ronco truck involved in the
accident, and Robert E. Hyland.
Fulton insuranceman, who was
driver of the car in which Miss

Seven Southern Bell Telephone Drivers
Receive "Safe Driving" Awards Tuesday

Janice Vincent Is
South Fulton Queen

S

Cancer Drive To
Begin In South
Fulton Monday

Miss Page Named
Fulton High Queen

Haws Memorial
Rest Home Opens

Jo's

Canning Companies
To Operate Again

Note Book
L...........-

Magistrates Vote Selves
More Pay; Judge Balks

Hearing On Application For Rate
Adjustments By KU Has Been Reset

Pepsi-Cola Formally Opens On
ARNO;Entertainment All Day
..11111••

Jaycees To Sponsor Talent Show;
o Send Winner To Mid-South Fair

gether

t

alb

Thieves Enter
Baptist Church

Homra Heads
Southern Group

Early Bickering Among Anti-Chandler Groups
Points Up Greater Need For Single Candidate
mocrats know that in attempting to
oust Chanderlism from Frankfort
they will be dealing with professional, immensely successful politicians
ancl they want to fight fire with fire.
What Mr. Wyatt must remember is
that when he made his hit-and-miss
tour among the rank and file voters
before his announcement, he was
pledged much support from persons
who thought he would be the only
candidate in the race against Harry
Lee Waterfield. Since the announcement of Bert Combs much of the "socalled" rank and file position has
changed greatly and many of the
people who pledged their support to
Wyatt are mighty close to Earle Clements and Bert Combs, at least that's
the West Kentucky position and we
have every reason to believe that
its general all over the State.
Which leaves Mr. Wyatt and his
group of "unprofessional" politicians
in a fresh air terrace somewhere up
a creek without a paddle. Since Mr.
Wyatt has been endorsed by the
Third District Democratic organization there aren't many people who
this powerful political group,
see
when
right
exactly
is
Mr. Wyatt
which has often dictated some mighty
he says that rank and file Democratt
big political coups, as a bunch of
from all sections feel that the Demogreen-horns even though Mr. Wyatt
cratic candidate for Governor in 1959
would have us believe otherwise.
should be selected by the people,
inthe
either
by
Which brings about a situation of
rather than dictated
other
some
or
r
and file Democrats wanting a
rank
Governo
cumbent
single candidate, Wilson Wyatt kidsmall group of professional politicding himself, and Happy Chandler
ians.
changing his name from "Happy" to
But what Mr. Wyatt ought to know
Is that while rank and file Democrats "Exuberant' Chandler.
The three-pronged factions in the
want a free and independent canditic party in Kentucky leave
Democra
date they are not so naive as to latch
that a single compromise
doubt
no
whose
on to the candidacy of a man
e
among the anti-Chandlercandidat
s"unprofe
by
canflidacy is dictated
be settled upon.
should
ites
Defile
and
Rank
ns.
politicia
sional"

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Our looked-for, though not hopedfor prediction that the two antiChandler candidates for Governor in
the 1959 Democratic primary would
start a battle between themselves has
come to pass sooner than we expected.
Tuesday morning's Courier-Journal
reported that former Governor and
former United States Senator Earle
Clements would publicly support
Bert Combs for Governor. The statement is no surprise to many political
Leaders in Kentucky who knew that
Mr. Clements was making every attempt to bring all anti-Chandler
forces together for a united front
against the present Administration in
Frankfort.
Mr. Clements' statement brought
forth a retaliatory statement from
Wilson Wyatt, former Mayor of
Louisville, who charged Mr. Clements
with "smoke-filled room" tactics in
supporting Combs for Governor. Says
Mr. Wyatt: "It is interesting to know
that Earle Clements is going to run
by proxy, not in person."

"J.B. wasn't satisfied with an ordinary brialcaser

FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock-April V. 1938
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turbeville
plan construction of a six room
bungalow in the Highlands, work
to start next Monday.

SERMONErrE OF THE WEEK

Why Help The Suffering?
By Thomas A. Dooley, M. D.,
author of "Deliver Us From Evil'
and "The Edge of Tomorrow"
Next July I will return to Asia.
jnder the sponsorship of our organimtion, MEDICO', five other teams
will return with me. We shall establish small field hospitals along the
Red Chinese borders. The teams will
consist of men and women of the
medical profession who will take their
talents and self-sacrifice to the "least
of His". The teams will also carry the
prayers and financial support of
millions of Americans who make up
the real "heart" of our mision . . we
are the hands.
THROUGH PRESS, TV and the
lecture platform. America has lately
heard much about WHAT we do. But
perhaps you would like to know WHY
we do it.
We have often been told by our
religious and government leaders that
the struggle between the Communist
and the Free World is basically a battle to win the minds and hearts of
men.
THIS IS TRUE, but it does not
mean that we are helping distressed
people in order to establish American
iynasties in Asia, or to create "little
Americas." Proud as we are of our
free American way of life, our objective is not to force our ideas and
organizations on our foreign friends.
What, then, are we trying to "sell"?
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by Mcfeattars

courtyard, tied him to a post,
sprinkled a generous amount of
loose straw around his feet, lit
a torch and prepared to roast
Pigue.
At the last moment, in rushed
"Miss Texas" to intercede with
guards and tha company for
Foreign Cars: Imported car the
Mr. Pigue's release, which was
growThe
rise.
to
continue
sales
begrudgingly obtained.
ing populatity of foreign cars Is
All a sales-promotion gag, of
number
rising
also shown by the
The March issue of "The
course.
ago,
year
of dealerships-3,043 a
" (company magazine)
11,088 today. Foreign car registra- Marketeer
concluded:
tions numbered 28,338 in 1950,
action-packed brush with
.2801 of car registr Worts. Today, "Zee's
previded all Sales Conferdeath
ns,
registratio
208,827
they number
ence delegates with a roaring
3.48% of total car sales.
send-off for the 1958 capacitor
campaign".
They take big chances down in sales
Texas.
We haven't had but a few atTake Zee Pigue, for instance.
to identify the people in
tempts
brother
Pigue's
That's f3ertes'
at Dukedom which
picture
old
the
now
and a transplanted Fultonlan
last week . . guess it
associated with the marketing de- we ran
little too far back for
partment of SemiConductor-com- must be a
n. Mrs. Clara Caldwell
recollectio
Dallas.
in
division
ponents
Friday to say that she beZee agreed to set a marketing called
she recognized her uncle,
lieved
and
contest,
quota in a company
Terry, as being the one
If be didn't meet it, to be burned Athal J.
seated in the buggy with his foot
at the stake.
wheel.
He didn't make it. Guards rush- on the
bee family referConsulting
where
conference
sales
ed into the
found that
Caldwell
Mrs.
ences,
led
known,
made
the results were
1899.
in
died
had
uncle
bee
the
to
a struggling Mr. Pigue out

Eve-wire at 7 am): 8:1/11 am; 1:99
withPm and 598 pm. If you live
in 1111 miles el Fulton you can
bear It all on "1278" just as quickly as the folks in town know,
about it.

My answer is simple. We are trying to convince our friends, half a
world away, of the truth and usefulness, not of our forms of government,
economics, or society, but of the eternal spiritual principles which underlie those forms.
THE MOST BASIC principle of
America is that there is a brotherhood of man. There is a oneness of
man. And from this flows the truth
that each man is important as an individual. Hence the concept of equality before the law and the right of
all men to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
To have a brother in our fellow
man automatically implies that we
have a common father—as indeed we
do—Almighty God. God is the source
of our life, our law, our liberty, and
our happiness. My years in Asia have
proven to me that the Brotherhood of
Man exists as certainly as does the
Fatherhood of God. It is He Who
commanded, "You shall love your
neighbor as yourself."
IT rs the compelling urgency of
this command that makes the bodily
works of mercy necessary if we are
to fulfill our belief. If we are only to
blather and bleat these words, we are
shallow. We must live our beliefs. We
must give evidence in deed, what we
profess as our creed. And though the
demands are sometimes great, the rewards from God are far greater.
So as doctors and nurses we will
continue to minister to the physical
miseries of our less fortunate brothers. As private ambassadors, on a personal mission, the teams of MEDICO
will practice our profession, and utilizing the majestic power of kindness
and truth, we shall try to show others
the God-fearing, virtuous side of our
national heritage. As a doctor I shall
personally try to keep as my highest
motive for such activity these words
of a wise and holy physician of souls:
"And if I distribute all my goods to
feed the poor, and if I deliver my body
to be burned, yet do not have the love
of God and man, it profits me nothing
'MEDICO, Box 2, Times Square,
N.Y.

John W.likNatt of Dukedom. age
83, fell from the roof of his corn
crib Tuesday and was critically
Injured. He was brought to the
office of Dr. M. W. Haws, and
later removed to the Fulton hospital. He sustained a broken hip
and other injuries.

program at the regular Lions
luncheon Friday, and much interest was manifested in the program by the members Messrs.
Pigue and Moss were visitors and
made short talks Herbert °colder
was admitted as new member

The marriage of Mrs. Alice
Katherine White of Martin and
David Henderson was solemnised
Thursday. March 14. in Marton.
Ark. Walter Byars was the only
attendant. Mrs. Henderson was
graduated from Martin high school
Henderson is a
The Fulton Elks Club held a in 1931. and Mr.
Fulton high school.
barbecue supper for its member- graduate of
their home with
ship Monday night with a good They will make
Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
parents.
his
occasion
The
attending.
number
Oak Street.
was enjoyed by those present, Henderson on
another
and membership dues for
period were paid by many memAmong the college students who
bers.
spent their Easter vacation with
friends and relatives here were.
Felix GOMM, Robert Graham Mary Virginia Wayne of Stevens
and Louis Kasnow of Fulton at- College at Columbia. Mo.. Eleantended the regular meeting of the or Ruth Jones. Martha Moore.
Chapter of Royal Arch Masons Bill Cheniae and Gilbert itheniae
at Hickman Tuesday night. The of .Lexington, Herman Freeman and
meeting was well attended, and inNed Cooper of Lambuth College
terestingly conducted.
at Jackson. Tenn., and Mary
Hamra of Murray.
Mr. and- Mrs. Fred Dunn left
Sunday for Whittler. Calif., where
Miss Edna Earle Pewitt. daughthey will make their home.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Pewitt. and Yoeman Wallace, son
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields and
W. E. Wallace of
son, Ronald Mac moved to their of Mr. and Mrs.
were married SunTenn.,
Paris,
FriSt.
Paschall
on
home
new
day afternoon at two o'clock at
day.
the home of the bride's grandR. H. Pewitt.
James Warren conducted a quiz mother. Mrs

Kentucky

Windage 0

By P. W.
March 1958 sales of E and H
savings bonds were up to 932.106,
up 52.469 over the February
figure of 130.337 in Fulton County. according to a report hezt
issued. Graves County did a
whopping 3162,542.8I in bond
sales during March. almost triple
their January and February figure together . . . which totaled
wily $36,044.44.
So now you Irriow where the
chain letters took their root
Paint-Up. Clean-Up. Fix-Up
week in Fulton is just a couple of
weeks off, and already a lot of
folks are taking advantage of the
balmy weather of the pest two
weeks to get into the swing of
things and get the job over with.
A lesson in bow to "get the job
done" was provided by Elvis Babb
down at the Coffee Shop Monday. Elvis donned old clothes
abont 4 p. m. and went to week
. . . and as we passed the place
after the ewinunIng pool mass
meeting about 1:34 that night he
was just finishing up. In about
four hours he had repainted the
entire inside and was finished.
That's a good way to do it . . .
non-stop until you're finished.

the record straight for us:
"Hannephin was the League's
second president. following Dr.
Frank Basset of Hopkinsville.
Basset organised the Kitty League in 1903 with Peace as secretary. Hannephin became president in 1938 while living at Fulton where he had once been
president of the Fulton entry in
the Kitty League.
"While Hannephin ask offlee
the following tenon 11411.40sed the
League: Jackson,Leatiliglon. Hopkinsville, Paducah, Mayfield. Fulton, Union City and Owensboro.
"Ben Howard of Union City
was president of the League from
1939 through 1940 with Peace taking over in 1941 and carrying on
as president until the death of
the Kitty League in 1955."
Apologies to you. Ed, and appreciate the kind words about the
paper.

As this page goes to press on
Tuesday morning, several major
business deals downtown are in
the mill, which may or may not
be released for publication this
week by the time the front page
goes to press.
Mrs. Haws opened up the second floor of the old Haws Hospital building for a rest home for
Received a most pleasant little elderly people last week . . . Roold
good
our
from
note last week
bert Bell. after a maple of week's
friend and ex-Fultonian, J. E. try at operating the DeMyer
Hannephin. now living in Jack- market, has turned it bask to
son, Tenn.
Gilbert DeMyer . . . an auto
Ed, an old and close friend of agency is changing hats. .. and
our
read
Peace.
Shelby
the late
at least three of four other bondwriteup on Mr. Peace's death and
nesnes are looking for buyers,
just wanted to eall our attention says the grapevine.
to a little error in same which
There is other, exciting, news
we cheerfully correct herewith:
in the mill, too.
It wasn't Shelby Peace who
Keep your radio on WFUL. We'll
succeeded Frank Bassett as second
president of the old Kitty League get it on the air soon AA it IA re. . it was Ed Hannephin (Shelby leased. Since Oulda has come with
was fourth). A newspaper clip- RA. WFUL now has three hang •up
the
ping from the Jackson Sun sets local newscasts daily (besides
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with a flameless,
clean, economical
automatic

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

Only with an

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
can you be sure of
Safe Operation at
the best location

• Switch to a safe,
clean, economical electric water heater and
enjoy plenty of hot
water without
worry, work, or waiting.
Only an electric water heater can be installed
anywhere for convenience and economy. No
need to vent it into the chimney for safety.

YOU ENJOY PLENTY
OF CLEAN, HOT WATER
24-HOURS A DAY.. .
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SHEET:

Safely...Automatically

METAL

AIR COI

LENNO:
Turn the tap! You'll have all the
hot water you want, automatically, with an electric water
heater. Plenty for baths, dishes
and laundry, safely—automatically-24 hours a day.

There's a size to fit your
family needs. See your
dealer soon!

WIRE
FOR
MODERN
LIVING

LEO:
METAL

ALUME
NIGHT
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IMITII.
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live better. . electrically, with
Full Housepower. Call our of/k. or ash your
electriciaa about tbe Certified HOI.J.SEPOWER
plats.
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AS TIME GOES B(U)Y!

around town with

Ouida Jewell
The First Baptist Church of
Fulton, where a revival is now in
progress, was honored with a visit
from Fulton's oldest resident,
Mrs. Ethel Byrd, 103, Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. Byrd, who arrived at the
church in a Hornbeak ambulance,
attended the service on an ambulance cot. She received a very
warm welcome, and during the
evening became a member of the
Fulton church by moving her
letttr from Paducah.

and repaired, porch and yard
furniture freshly painted,• lawn
seeded and becoming green,
spring flowers heralding a summer of blooming posies, trash and
garbage container sturdy and attractive, all paintable surfaces of
your house gleaming. These desirable qualities will be visible to
all who pass your home.
But, be sure that the inside is

sparkling, too. Clean out attic and
basement of old clothes, unused
furniture, newspapers, old cleansers—all these items are full of
Don't forget to buy your TV fire danger. Unstuff your closets
Guides from the Fulton Boy of out-moded clothes—your favScouts, who are trying to raise orite charity can put them to efmoney, with which to purchase a fective use—and you will no
longer fight through a barrage of
bus.

The TV Guides sell for 15 cents

falling clothes and hangers.
Make certain that steps are

each and if you would like one well lighted and free from all
contact any of the Scouts or their objects, that stair treads and
leaders.
scatter rugs are securely fastenThe bus will be used to carry ed to avoid falls.
the Scouts on outings, etc., and
Paint, pail, mop, elbow grease
will also be available to the Girl will make your home a model to
Scouts and the Cubs.
be imitated.
Yes, the spotlight is on you
Some 400 high school yearbook during Clean-Up Paint-Up, Fixeditors met at Memphis State Up time. It's your time to shine!

University Saturday to learn new
ways to make school day stories
entertaining reading.
My former boss, Dr. Herbert
Lee Williams, chairman of the
department of journalism at MSU
and former Fulton editor, was in
charge.

There was a nice writeup in
Sunday's Sun-Democrat about
the Rev. E.. R. Ladd, former Fulton,minister. k
Sunday marked the 12th anniversary of the Rev. Mr. Ladd's
pastorate at Woodlawn Cumberland Presbyterian Chureh in
Congratulations. to Vyron and Paducah.
Eunice Mitchell and the little
Mitchells on being selected the
Church Family of the Year by
members of the First Methodist
Church here. The Mitchells will
be entered in a national contest.
A mother and her son were arA young friend of mine, who is rested in Union City Saturday afonly two-years-old, gave her ternoon after police said they
family and friends a real good wrote and cashed at least six bad
scare recently. This young lady checks Saturday morning.
as yet has not learned the difUnion City Chief Dolus Roberts
ference in candy and medicine. identified the pair as Mrs. Grady
One morning, my young friend Harden. 34, and her son Herman
got up earlier than her mother Earl Hefley, 16, both of Route 2,
and baby sister and found her Hickman.
great-granddad's asthma medChief Roberts said Mrs. Harden
icine. Thinking it was candy, she made her headquarters in a
woke up her baby sister and gave Union City restaurant where she
her some to eat. It was then that wrote the checks one at a time.
her mother awoke and the baby She sent her son out to cash them
was rished to the doctor. As it each time, Chief Roberts said, the
happened, everything turned out youth returning to the restaurant
all right, as the baby had not to hand her the money after each
swallowed enough of the medicine check was cashed. The checks
to harm her.
were signed with her own name,
Chief Roberts said, and were
Mrs. Thomas Coates and daugh- marked "for labor". Each of the
ter. Carol, of South Fulton left checks was for the sum of ;12.50.
Wednesday evening for Milwaukee, Wisc., where they are
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ralph
Dunn and Mr. Dunn. Also, making the trip was Mrs. Coates'
father, W. W. Burclum of Union
A Cavalcade of cars publicizing
City. Mr. and Mrs. Dunn will
leave soon for South America and the world's biggest fish fry and
Africa for several months. Re- fishing rodeo at Paris, Tenn., was
cently, Mr. Dunn returned to his in Fulton Tuesday at noon.
The two big days will be Frihome after a busined trip to
Japan, and prior to that both of day and Saturday, May 2 and 3.
A ,,catfish-hushpuppy dinner
them were in Australia. The
Dunns visit in Fulton ever so will be served on the court square,
often and it is interesting to hear and a spectacular parade will be
them tell of their travels over staged on Friday.
All local people are invited to
the world.

Mother, Son
Are Charged

Cavalcade Of Cars
Pays Fulton Visit

No

that got under way her early
march has gone a long way in
many country homes around this
area. Up at the Burnett Lintz
home another portion of their
house has been re-papered.
Mr. J. Carbitt Rickman has
dug a cistern to replinish their
water supply. Over at the Buddge
Johnson house he and Mrs. Johnson are found busy redecorating,
fresh paint applied to shutters.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Powell
recently moved into their newly
built modern home, while James
Alfred and family moved into the
Mitchell house nearby.

attend the annual event.

For the next few weeks. the
eyes o; the city will be on you.
Why? 'Because the community is
testing the neighborliness and the
civic pride of every citizen.
The city watchbird will be
scrutinizing your home for the
following factors: screens washed

UNCLE DIES MONDAY
Services were hald Wednesday

afternoon at Milburn. Ky., for
Jim Burgess of Burkley. Mr. Burgess, who died Monday night, is
an uncle of Mrs. Leland Jewell
of Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and son George Ed. Dresden,
Tenn. spent the weekend here
with their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Frields.
Mrs. Bonnie Bowden continues
to improve, slowly but steadily,
at her home near since she became very ill from influnza comweeks
ago.
several
plications
Children have been at her bedside
admistering her every need.
The spring revival held at the
New Salem Baptist Church the
past week in the Evanglistic
Crusade, by Pastor Arthur Wilkerson assisted by Bro James
Jones, came to a close Saturday
night. Each service was well attended and many visitors attended with the church greatly revived, as results of Bro. Henderson
excellent ''discourses.'
Mrs. Dave Mathis is some better
after about two weeks in Jones
clinic for treatment an observation. Friends will be glad to know
of her improvment and able to
return home in this villiage.

.;:.
W03,3143
MINUTES
REQUIRED 10
EO.N ONE 1111
LOAF OF BREAD
Ivan Skavinsky Skavar, the
average Russian industrial worker, labors five times as long to
fill his family's Market basket as
does Joe Smith, the typical American laborer.
In a talk before the National
Food Conference, held recently in
Washington, D. C., Vice President Nixon pointed out that Joe
Smith can buy a pound loaf of enriched bread with six minutes of
labor, according to figuie3 compiled by the United States Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Ivan works 14
minutes for the same amount of
bread which does not equal the
U. S. loaf nutritionally.
Ivan works 132 minutes for a
pound of beef. Joe Smith buys it
with 31 minutes of labor. Joe
works 26 minutes to add a pound
of sliced bacon to the family
larder; Ivan has to stay on the
job 331 minutes to buy the same
amount from a Moscow State
store.

Gene Lust Named
To Head County
Sportsmen's Club

A grouping of 11 foreign countries, according to the work time
required to buy food, indicates
that the American worker spent
less than one-fifth as much time
to pay for a given quantity of
food as the Soviet worker. He
(the American) spent from 20 to
36 per cent as much as the Italian, Austrian. or French workers;
from 39 to 48 per cent as much
time as the Dutch, West Germans, Irish or Swiss; and from
62 to 71 per cent as much time as
the Danish, British, or Norwegian workers.
Joe Smith works 4 minutes for
a pound of flour. Irishmen and
Norwegians ere runners-up. They
work six minutes for their pound
of flour. Again, tops in the flour
field is Russia, where 27 minutes
of work are necessary.
French bread is in demand in
many countries, but not-so-luckyPierre works 20 minutes for a
pound of it.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Carey Frielcb •

Mr. Sam Mathis is a patient in
the Hillytew hospital after a week
at home, where he is under
treatment from some complication that arose. Friends will be
Club Has Applied
glad to know he is now making
For 500 Quail To
hapid strides toward recovery.
Stock Hunting Areas
Miss Gloria Ann Bynum is doing nicely from a seige of chickenGene Lusk of Cayce has been pox that kept her from grade
named as the new president of school in Pabriersville, Tenn.
the Fulton County Sportsmen's
The paint-up, Fix up program

Club.
Others elected to serve with
Lusk were: Torn Maddox, vicepresident; John Elmer Cruce,
secretary; and three directors,
Bobby Joe Goodman, Joe Campbell and Nelson Hickerson. Adron
Workman, retiring president, will
also serve as a director.
The club has sent in an application for 500 quail. The birds
will be raised and later distributed over the county hunting areas.
James Alexander, county game
warden, has distributed information from the state on hunting
and fishing regulations and state
conservation programs.
The club has set a deadline of
May 1 for sportsmen wishing to
join the club. The club last year
had over 100 members.
. 3,862 MILKS OF TRACKS
Twenty-three
railroads
with
3,862 miles of track serve Kentucky.

INCOME TAX INFO
Don't fail to attach all emstatements
vrithhoulding
,
ployer
to your Kentucky State income
tax forms before mailing.

Accurato
WORICMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Moss of AM Kinds Ikeasoftly Repaired at Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
4MM.

AIR CONDITIONERS

just cool better
Makes the
Difference

the

lati-

LENNOX OIL FURNACE

ater

shes

1)
1

METAL CANOPIES
ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED

NIGHT CALLS, 249
TIN ROOF REPAIR
IINSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS

NATIONOLLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT
STAINLESS STEEL WORK
10T ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED
1
OLD FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
ir)HONE 502

FOR

With This Coupon and $3 Purchase
FRESH SLICED PORK

Liver 4

LBS

GLADIOLA

EA

Biscuits 10c
Bacon 69c
MAYROSE - Sliced

FROZEN TENN

LB.

10 oz. pkg.

Strawberrie,s 19c

Jowl

LB.
MI MI

39c

Sliced FREE
SWIFT'S - Park Lane - Half Gal.

Sold exclusively in Fulton by

Roper Television Service •
306 Main Street

Phone 307

They're Rugged,Smart

MATCHED SETS
• Built for a man's lazed job
• Guaranteed to do a man-sized job
• Full cut styling, full quality

Pants $2.98

ICE.
Cream 59c
WHOLE or SLICED

Bologna 39c

METAL SINKS

LENNOX GAS FURNACE

3-Lb. Can -- 7c Off DEAL

SMOKED

SHEET METAL

AIR CONDITIONING FOR HOME AND OFFICE

I
Crisco 59c

Shirts $1.98

SANFORIZED MERCERI7ED TWILL
EXPERTLY — PRECISION TAILORED

GOLDEN RIPE

PANT FEATURES:

Bananas 1.0c

Deep watch pocket, button left hip pocket,
foot-deep heavy drill pockets, generous back
seam outlet, double non-rip seat seam, rounded
reinforced crotch, fully taped, bar tacked at all
points of strain, all adn•es sere-ed. neat wide
c•iffs tacked to .-*av flat. graduated patterns
to fit all figures. Sizes 28 to 42 in tan and gray.

SHIRT FEATURES:
• Two pockets. button flaps
• Dress shirt type collars
• High grade buttons sewed on to stay
• Full cut, no binding at shoulders
• Extra large armholes for free movement
• Sizes 14 to 17 • Colors tan and gray.

Statote
FULTON, KY.

West Stab f.J.ne

Fulton, Ky.

Clean-Up Parade
Candidates From Fulton And South Is Opening Gun
Fulton Chosen To Compete For Queen -For Campaign
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CovCandidates from each af the nett*, sophomore; and Chan
n.
freshma
ington,
High
Fulton
South
at
classes
four
The queen selected from each
School and at Fulton High School
have been chosen to compete in school will ride in the parade to
a contest for South Fulton High be staged here on Saturday preQueen and Fulton High Queen in ceding Clean-Up Week. She will
the "Clean-Up, Paint-Up and Fix- receive a trophy and will ride in
Up" activities here on Saturday, a special car in the parade. The
May 3.
other candidates will serve as at,The four candidates named at tendants to the queens and will
South Fulton were: Janice Vin- also be in the parade.
cent, senior; Sandra Laird, junior;
Sondra Stephens, sophomore; and
TRAPPIST MONASTERY
Peggy Counce, freshman.
The Abbey of Gethsemane is a
The four candidates at Fulton
in Nelson
High were: Virginia Page, senior; Trappist monastery
Janice Page, junior; Jean Bur- County.

ANYONE WANTING

-TO PICK STRAWBERRIES
Contact —

The Clean-Up, Paint-Up, natio_ parade is the "Opening Gun"
for the Spring Clean-Up, PaintUp Fix-Up Campaign.
The parade this year will be,
held on May 3, at 1:30 in the
afternoon. It will be somewhat
different to parades in the past
as everyone will be riding and
no one will be walking.
Anyone wishing to have a car,
truck or float in the parade,
please call the Chamber of Coin:Tierce office. phone 43, and list
your entry with them.
The Chamber office will have
banners for your use, free of
charge. This will be a big aid to
you in decorating your car, truck
or float.
Call now and list your entry for
the big parade.

Miller Has Charge
Of Rotary Program

Phone Clinton 5912
Will Probably Start Picking On
May 12th

Today, more than over...

Alt

MODERNIZE YOUR OWN HOME
Remodel... repair winter damage NOW.
Get your home improvement loan here.
NO DOWN PAYMENT IS NECESSARY.
Up to three years to repay. Come in today!

Fulton Building & Loan Assoc.
Phone 37

MARTIN-MOW!'
DISCOUNT SPECIALS!

.
5

:1
and 4

SAVE
This le IND
'loin the Mosmoodasoue "Sauce-Up and Save" festlatleel
can pet famous
time to re-paint and r.-decorate. . now.. . when you
work—
Interior
and
exterior
all
for
MARTINStreOUR high-quality products
now . . . sews
at special "Spruce - Up and Save" discount prices! Buy
.. bp sure of perfect result* with MARTIN-S(1101A PAINTS!
.

SUPERWHITE
ENAMEL

r

mil"
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l4_,%M
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less tar reeemore atereorea woodwork. Iwyshwa metal
leseeke
fbegatean.as

'2.29 .0.

3-INCH
PAINT BRUSH
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0
I.
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11
Sperelei
IWO."91.19

RINSE-AWAY
PAINT
REMOVER
Tao wan dboonor the repines no sersehas
el seed.* Non inflammable, erster-ririssble;
kw paint miens mama& shellac, one'wow
114 11641
Illessis1 saw et
illinade. $2.49 44

AU SPAR
VARNISH
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For dor,
and woodwork llama durability sea
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1111podd.sad qing10
neeelors2.48 0.
MARTIN

We Give CCA
Purchase Credits!
SPECIAL! MARTIN SENOUR
OUTSIDE PAINT $5.98 Gallon
NOUP

P A I Nd T

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church Street

Phone 35

By d'Alesaio

Cars. Trucks, Floats
Are Needed For Parade:
Call Chamber Office

L. A. SCHWARTZ

214 Main Street

THESE WOMEN!

Fulion

11*.
PORI5
OF The

CHORuc
made. Remembe
'You'd better check that promise he
there's a Paris in Kentucky, a Rome in Georgia
and a Riviera in New Jersey!"

4

SKIP THIS
a branch.
I say, didn't you notice the
search
their
in
birds,
Certain
heading? Didn't you see that you
for nesting material, need not
were to skip this? Then why on
from
down
look far. Ducks pluck
do you go on?
earth
soft,
a
their underparts to make
I assure you you'll get nothing
warm nest lining.
of this. So go to the next
Grebes pile up decayed vegeta- out
page!
moored
at,
housebo
a
tion to form
If you haven't stopped reading,
to marsh plants. It rises and falls
only wasting your time.
you're
the
keeping
with water level,
is the moment to show that
This
babieS dry.
have enough character to
The marsh wren weaves itself you
stop.
cattail
among
house
e
a ball-lik
Didn't you understand? Stop!
fronds. Males arrive at the nestNow we are halfway through,
females.
the
ing ground before
you're still going on. You
Ind
building
They occupy their time
help reading the next line
can't
The
several nests. To no avail.
Or can you?
female builds her own. The spurnNo, indeed. I was right.
ed work of the males may serve
on earth are, you getting
'What
real
the
from
s
to distract predator
of it? Nothing. But you're
out
home.
as if you're bewitched.
The cowbird, disdaining to soil acting are only a few Unes left,
There
its beak with honest labor, lays
show that you do have some
its eggs in the nest of other birds. so power and stop!
will
the
raises
bird
Many a hostess
But you're probably still curintruder, fetching food constantenough to keep right on
ious
baby
ly. In some instances, the
time by reading these
wasting
cowbird is bigger than the foster
very last word. Aren't you?
parents slaving for it
Cannier victims will build a
te stocks
new nest over the cowbird egg. We have comple
One warbler built seven such
nests in succession, isolating a
cowbird egg in each of the six
understories.
for HOME and FARM'

Birds Build Cups And Saucers,
Houseboats, Penthouses, Ovens

Dayton V-Belts

PLANT TREES ON IDLE LAND
Kentucky has 14, million acres
of eroded, worn out or idle land
that could be planted in trees,
State forestry officials say.

President-elect Rodney Miller
had charge of the program at the
regular luncheon-meeting of the
Across North America millions limbs the size of an oar to Os
Rotary Club Tuesday and gave of birds work making cups, sauc- penthouse atop a tree. Eagles have
rea
at
a report on the activities
ers, ovens, houseboats jugs, and been known to equip their mascent District 671 Club Works penthouses in which to lay their sive, untidy aeries with lightbulbs,
Council meeting at Mammoth
fishplugs, and golf balls.
Cave. Mr. Miller outlined plans
aWhile most birds build a new
shed
Some move into unfurni
and hopes for the next year's
other home .each year, some take over
of
nests
old
—
ts
partmen
work for the local club.
or man-made birdhouses. the nests of others. For bluebirds
Bob White was welcomed back species
ts avian parasities, and crested flycatchers. an abanA
gadabou
few
into the club and he had as his
no nests but foist their off- doned woodpecker hole is high
guests, Michael Geraklos of the build
on the demand list of avian real
on chance acquaintances.
Henry I. Siegel Company of spring
of birds estate.
skill
tural
architec
The
local
,
Huffine
Bruceton, and Jim
ranges from the sublime to the
The flycatcher almost always
manager of the Siegel Co.
ent. For some birds, home adds a distinctive bite of decoraHewlett Cooper of the state nonexist
old spot on the ground tion—a dried snakeskin. Some
Health Department, was a guest is any
an egg can be hatched.
where
have gone modern. When snakeof
Nichols
L.
L.
Taylor.
of Dan
kind
ble
skin is unavailable, cellophane
conceiva
every
.
y,
Almost
Compan
ring
Nichols Enginee
Union City, was a guest of Ran- of building material is used, says will do.
the National Geographic Society.
On a woodland floor, the ovendall Burcham.
There were 26 members pres- Mud makes up the juglike nest bird builds the nest that gives
Of the cliff swallow, and forms its name—a dome of coarse
ent
Randall Burcham will have the foundation for robins cups grasses, weed stalks, and leaves
that resembles an old-fashioned
charge of the program next Tues- nest in city maples.
The chimney swift plucks dead oven.
day and is scheduled to talk on
The black and orange oriole
twigs in flight, then glues them
"Community Needs."
together with salvia to shape a knits together a hammock of plant
fibers, strings, grasses, hair, and
half. saucer inside a chimney.
Twigs don't interest an eagle. bark. Its pendulous, gourd-shapIt thinks nothing of carrying ed nest swings from the end of

George Clark, Famed
Pioneer Died In Poverty

In the long panorama of history
some figures attain prominence
at an early age only to become
overwhelmed by troubles and
break under the strain of adversity as they grow older. George
Rogers Clark, one of the important names in Kentucky and the
nation's history, was one of these
men.
Clark at the age of 35, in 1787,
had occupied the principal forts
of southern Illinois; had captured
the British commander and the
fort of Vincennes; had punished
the Ohio Indians for their victory
at Blue Licks and had established a base at Fort Nelson, now
Louisville, from which he threatened the enemy as far north as
Detroit. He as a brigadier-general with such captains as Boone.
Kenton and Logan under his command and he even obtained a
faithful financier who advanced
funds to promote his campaigns.
Despite his fame, ominous
clouds were to gather on the horizon for Clark. He could not
escape the politcal schemes and
intrigues which engulfed him.
James Wilkinson defamed Clark
as a military leader after which
neither Virginia nor the United
States would trust him fully.
Seven years later, Clark was appointed leader of French forces
in a planned march against New
Orleans. When the action was denounced, Clark fled for his safety.
Years later, forgotten and in
poverty, Clark wrote: "I have
given the United States half the
territory they posses and they
suffer me to remain in poverty."
By a law of 1812, Virginia
granted General Clark a sword
and a pension of $400 a year but
the land promised Clark .was
deeded to the federal government.
In 1818, a second stroke of
paralysis proved fatal to Clark
in his home near Louisville. A
small stone marks his grave in
Louisville's Cave Hill Cemetery.
Clark's heirs pressed claims
against Virginia and received
$22,000 in settlement. In 1928, the
United States Congress appropriated a large sum for a monument to Clark at Vincennes. Congress also appropriated funds for
a memorial which stands at the
entrance to Old Fort Harrod,
Harrodsburg, with which Clark
was closely associated.
LOVELY

sarrric;

DuPont Lodge in Cumberland
Falls State Park was named in
honor of T Coleman du Pont. The
lodge built of wood and stone,
stands on a ridge overlooking the
Curaberiand River, one mile from
the falls.
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SPEAS a VINEGAR
You have your choice of Speas Apple Cider
or distilled vinegar in quarts, pints, gallons
mid handsome Vi gallon pitcher.
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AT STORES
EVERYWHERE}

•

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
to attentLAhe
OPEN HOUSE
of the new

•
Gifts, Refreshments
For Everyone
•

Grand Prize:
Shetland Pony
with

Western Saddle

and BEIdle

Free Picnic Cooler
every 30 minutes
•
Free Pepsi-Cola
•
Free Popcorn
•
Organ Music
by Mrs. L C. Logan
•

Bottling Plant
Located on Highway 45-51
By-Pass in Fulton, Kentucky
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Country Music
by WFUL'S Gene
Gardner and His Gang
•

Wednesday, April 30
9:00 A. M. ---- 7:00 P. M.
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Fulton High Senior Play To Be
Presented Al Carr Auditorium
The annual Senior play will be
presented by the graduating class
of Fulton High School at 8 o'clock
on the evening of April 25 at the
Carr Auditorium.
The play to be given is "The
House
by
Mystery"
Mountain
Robert St. Clair, a three-act
mystery-comedy.

ears that a Senior class has
done a mystery play.
Mrs. Charlie Burrow, Fulton
High English teacher and director
of the play has said, "This promises to be one of the most
gripping performances presented
In a long while at Fulton. High.
Ins packed with suspense and
This is the first time in many should be enchanced by all the
sound effects and trick light.
In ad ition, an entire new set
has been constructed so that the
audience will no longer have to
Imagine that the stage's backrra HEM
ground curtains are the walls of
The Sensational New Invention a room.
Suaberland's "MD" Tram
The entire action of the play
No Belts — No Straps —
takes place in The Mountain
No Odors
House. an ancient summer cabin.
Approved by Doctors — The
HISTORICAL SITE
World's Most Comfortable
h u nder
Jackson's
Andrew
Truss
Mill," site of a furnace where
CITY DRUG CO.
cannon balls were made during
408 Lake St.
Fulton the War of 1812, is 2ti miles from
Ovringsville off U. 8. SO.

ills

'ARM

CTRIC
ULTON

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
Phone 201

Fulton

319-31 Walnut St.

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service
Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

geimapel

1TPRIC1Of

CONSOLETTE ENSEMBLE
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Changes In Train
Schedules Announced
in
train
passenger
Changes
schedules for the season of daylight saving, starting April Yid
are announced by Bernard J.
(Irenrood, piessenger tiaffic manager of the Illinois Central Railroad.
The City of Miami streamliner
will operate every-other-day during the summer instead of everythird-day as in previous years.
The southbound City of Miami
leave Chicago 9 a. m. and St.
Louis 9:5O'. m. and arrive Miami
5:15 p. m. the following day. The
northbound City of Miami will
leave Mnuni 12:15 p. m. and arrive St. Louis 4:30 p. m. and Chicago 6:45 p. m. the following day.
Through coaches and sleeping cars
will be operated to and from both
the East Coast and the West
Coast of Florida.
The southbound Seminole, daily
Florida train, will arrive and depart Birmingham 15 minutes later
than at present.
The Panama Limited, all Pullman streamliner, will leave New
Orleans at 4:15 p. m. and arrive
Chicago the following morning
at 8:45 a. m. The new departure
and arrival will be 45 minutes
earlier than at present. A getout sleeping car on the Panama
Limited .will be operated between
NorthMemphis and Chicago
bound passengers may board the
car at 9:30 p. m. at Memphis and
southbound passengers ray occupy
the car until 8 a. m. in Memphis.
The northbound schedule of the
Louisiana will be shortened 20
minutes. It will leave New Orleans
11:35 a. m., leave Memphis 7- 30
p. in. and arrive Chicago the following morning at 7 a m. The
southbound Leuisiana will leave
Chicago at 7:30 p. m. instead of
8 p. m. and arrive Memphis at
7:10 a. m. and New Orleans at.
4:30 p. m. the following day.
The Chickasaw will leave Memphis at 11:15 p. m. and arrive
St. Louis the following morning
at 7:38 a. m. Southbound the
Chickasaw will leave St. Louis at
11:17 p. m. and arrive in Memphis
at 6:45 a. in.
Later departures and arrivals
also have been announced for the
Northeastern
and
Southwestern
Litniteds. Train 208 will leave
Shreveport at 5 p. m. and arrive
Jackson, Miss., at 1105 p. m. and
Meridian at 2 a. m. Train 205 will
leave Meridian at 3 a. in. and
arrive Jackson. Miss., at 5.30 a. m.
and Shreveport at 1 p. m.
Train 25 will leave Chicago at
12:05 a. In. and arrive New Orleans at 8:50 a. m.
Timetables will show schedule
changes at intermediate station.s
times ahovni are
train
All
Standard Time.

Cardvrell, Alan Benedict, Harvey
Vaughan Mrs. Paul Nanny, Mrs.
Elwood Miller. Maude Ptnch; Mrs.
Harry Jackson; April 90: Ronnie
Hoinra Mrs. Harry Watts, W. H.
Harrison; May 1: Madollne Good-

Aprll 24, Lena Evelyn Taylor;
Mrs. I. B. Cook; Lynn Stapp,
Jackie Easley; Tommy Treece;
April 25: Edwin -..`,-...theny; Paula

Go to Church Sunday

Whitlock; Wayne .eterson; April
26: Jerry Allen; April 27 - Judy
Ruby
Patsy
Barber;
Neeley;
Tucker; Stella L. Oholson; Becky
Edwards; April 28: Mrs. Leland
Bugg; Charles Huddleston; Kenneth Lacewell; April 29: Richard

Cookies are always popular, but sometimes they do not carry
their full share of protective nutrients. The molasses cookies shown
here have a sweet taffy flavor loved by children, and they also
have plus food values from the unsulphured molasses, dried fruit,
cereal and milk ingredients.
The crinkly topped cookies, called the Big Four, take their name
from the four basic food groups suggested by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture as needed daily. These four food groups include:
fruit and vegetables; meat, poultry, fish and eggs; milk; bread and
cereals. After getting foods from these basic groups daily, one
eupplementa the diet with sweets and fats.
Big Four Cookies
4 teaspoon salt
1
/
cup shortening
1 4 teaspoon soda
/
cup sugar
cup tmsulphured molasses
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 egg
1 cup grated carrots or
grated raw sweet
% cup dry skim milk solids
potatoes
1 cup sifted floor
% cup raisins
% teaspoon each, nutmeg
1% cups rolled oats
and cinnamon
Cream together shortening, sugar, imsulphured molasses and egg.
Sift together dry skim milk solids, flour, spices, salt, soda and baking powder; stir into creamed mixture. Add grated carrot or sweet
potato, raisins, and rolled oats; mix well. Drop by level tablespoons
on • lightly greased cookie sheet Bake in a moderately hot oven
(400* F.), 10 minutes.
YIELD: 6 dozen cookies.

Mitchells, Church
Family Of Year

Farm Housing
Program Expanded

MORE NOW BEING SAVED

A few years ago only one in
every four Americans who had
cancer was saved. Today one in

Members of First Methodist three is being saved, the AmeriChurch have selected as the can Cancer Society says. This
Church Family of the Year, Mr. gain is due to early treatment,
and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell.
greater awareness by the public
This family will be nominated of cancer's danger signals and an

by the church to participate in Increase in the practice of annual
the national selection of the health checkups.
Methodist family of the year for
the entire church.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
The qualifications for selection
were made by Together magazine,
the monthly magazine for Methodist families. Parents' age must
be 50 or under. There must be
THE 4tAilAG
two or more children, at least
ATI C
one teenager, baptized and church
-friER
n
members, or in Sunday School.
The family must exemplify inspiring Christian living. Must
apply Christian ethics in business
or profession. It must take a creative role in church and community life. Family members are
known as warm, good neighbors. BENNETT ELECTRIC

ALT:

,Suri•Prool ,
HutiNe Pain'

PER GALLON

FULTON PAINT & GLASS
COMPANY
212 Church Street

Telephone 909

An expanded farm housing loan
program designed to speei up
farm building construction and
improvement as well ,as act as

an additional anti-recession measure was announced today by
Howard 0. Paschall, Farms Home
Administration county supervisor.
Now an owner, of a farm in
agricultural production and on

rments
one
THIS ZENITH TV

rize:
Pony

DATO AZT
o ite 2/:LeeS- feS41/
T
BY LEADING
INDEPENDENT
TESTING LABORATORY

Saddle
Le

Cooler
'lutes
-Cola
:orn

x
THE EDINBURGH,

Logan

MODEL A222IR with
swivel base. El' dug.
meas. K2 sq. In. of
r•clangular picture
area Maroon color.

$189.95
with these Zombie EXTRA VALUE FEATURES
*TOP TUNING * 111.000 VOLTS OF PICTURE
PULLPOWER * SUNSHINE PICTURE TUBE
* TONE CONTROL
PUSH ON/OFF CONTROL

*EASY OUT FACE GLASS

Gene
Lis Gang

LIMITED
QUANTIIY

FEWER SERVICE
HEADACHES

#

* 'SMITH -SERVICE

ACE NOW!
MY TERMS

SAYER- IMMORTAL CRASSIS vase

NO PRINTED CIRCUITS
Circuitry in • TV chassis can load to cosily
Moak bills and may also cause **Mc' delays.
Zenith uses banderattad standard circuitry for greeter
operating deoendetillity and laws, sande* Aimedaching. It costs Zenith more to us* handcrafted cirsuits. but It Wilts p•ou WSW maintain s zsnits TV.

Printed

Roper Television Service
MAIN STREET

FULTON

which the operator plans to produce at least $400 worth of farm
commodities for sale or home use
may qualify for the 4 percent
long-term housing loan provided
that he meets other standard
eligibility requirements.
Formerly, an eligible applicant
had to own a farm that produced
a more substantial part of the
operator's annual cash income.
Borrowers may use loan funds
to build, improve, or repair farm
houses or other essential farm
buildings, and to provide water
for farmstead and household use.
Mr. Paschall said that in addition
to financing major construction,
the loan funds can help meet
other needs for farm and farm
home moderization such as adding bathrooms, utility rooms,
better kitchens, and many other
improvements to the home as well
as to farm service buildings.
While tenants and farm laborers
are not eligible, the owner may
borrow to do construction work
or make improvements for them.
The loans are made to farm
owners who need credit to finance
building improvements or repairs,
but find that adequate credit is
not available through banks or
other regular credit channels. The
interest rate is 4 percent and
loans may be amortized over
periods up to 33 years.
Mr. Paschall's full-time office
is located at Clinton, Ky. He is at
the county agent's office at Hickman on the second and fourth
Thursdays each month and at
Bardwell on the second and
fourth Friday afternoons at the
Soil Conservatioin Service office.

Nadel 1104 Ssepside, &Syn., tie
lowest piked popular picksal

Hoy blipli-capecIty Pleelside
body Is ewe, aid wider(

Spacefor bigger cargoes... and a special way ofsaving
Chevy's high-capacity pickup line, indoding the new Fleetside, has a quick
answer to anybody's overhead problem.
You can tell the new Fleetaide is wider—
a full 6 feet wide—deeper too; buih to
save you tripe with its extra-big capacity.

All Task-Force pickups offer the 6-cylinder
engine best known for economy. All offer
load features like a graintight tailgate and
steel skid strips in the hardwood Boor.
CHEVROLET
Your Chevrolet dealer has 'em—the year's
finest lineup, including America's lowest
TRUCJCS
THE"BIG IIHEEL"
priced popular pickup.

DRIVE NETS $011.117
According to the county treasurer, Warren Anderson, to date
$611.87 has been raised in the
Crippled Children's drive, which
Is coming to a close here.
Gordon Baird is county chairman of the drive.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

TAYLOR CHEVROLET,

C.
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dent of the West Fulton P. T. A.
And we know that the nominating
committee couldn't has selected a
more CAPABLE one! WInnie is
one of those mothers who has
By Mary-Nelle Wright
nent.
never turned down on apportunihere, then set up the main re- firm, the J. G. White Engineering
ty to 'oe of service to the P. T. A.
cruiting office, then went to sea. Corp. of New York.
How would you like to start
How interesting to hear from He was enigneer officer for landShe served as a faithful member selling your home, your furniClarice will go with her husall through grade school and high ture—and just about everything People who have a liking for ad- ing craft, laersonnel. that put band because "she wants to know
By Mary Nelle Wright
school with her two older "chil- you've accumulated all of youi venture. But, then, it has always troops ashore at Casablanca for what is going on." And how wondren", Jack and Winkie—then "wedded" life? That's just exact- been like that for the lovely Ho- the fight in North Africa. Made derful we think it is for them
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
along came the YOUNGEST Voe- ly what a former Fultonian, ward family, because they have two trips like that before being to have this chance to see more
assigned to Panama.
geli, Dan, and Winnie's interest Clarice Belew Howard (Mrs. Otis lived just about everywhere.
of the world—and to try a new
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
In the Canal Zone he was plan- venture in far fields. Needless to
in P. T. A. was renewed. She Hotvard) of Oklahoma City is in
The Howards are well known ning officer for repairs on our say, we know they'll enjoy the
has several more years "to go" the process of doing this very
until Dan's graduation day—and minute. She and Otis will soon in naval circles as Otis last year own and alied ships damaged in experience—to the utmost.
What an ENJOYABLE weekend Your Diarist spent! we know that the West .Fulton be on the
finished 26 years time as an offi- combat or with ,outine voyage
high seas
Those of us in Fulton rememthe cer on the active
fist on War I damage. Got his third stripe and
Because I took a Trip—not FAR—just to Memphis, but P. T. A. has a bright future under mountainous island of toward
Taiwan (or and other
ber the Howard's two lovely
time
as
a
in- before war ended, the fourth one daughters, Betty Lou, who
I loved every minute of it. You know, each week I sit Winnie's guidance. She will be Formosa .if your geography and cluding 4% years inreservist,
is in
War II. In for captain, holding that rank in school
ABLY assisted by the following terms are mixed) where they'll
at San Marcos, Texas, who
here at the old trusty Royal and talk away about all of officer.:
the first conflict he was an en- the reserve after active duty unFrance Williamson, Ruth live for the next two years.
will not make the trip to Taiwan
listed man and got to the U. S. til retirement last year.
YOUR activities—so this week I'm going to chat a little Butts and Mrs. James Treas.
The other, Mrs. William B. (MarNaval
Academy
by
competitive
years
retiring
three
aOtis
is
about MINE. I "caught a ride" to Memphis with Jo, as Mavis Moore, retiring president, It all happened in this way— examination
Kessler, lives in Brookings,
for the emergency head of schedule as manager of jorie)
will turn the gavel over to the Cliutee was on a
she was on her way to Clarksdale to visit her family. new
combination tour short course, as an ensign made operations for Oklahoma Gas and S. D.
president at the May meet- and visit with a friend in
Rio de some Atlantic ferry tripe later. Electric Company will serve in
Clarice is the daughter of the
And it was such a good opportunity to visit with my ing.
Janiero when these new plans for
He was out of the reserve from Tiawan as a consulting engineer late Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Belew,
dear friends, Monette and Harry.Fields DeZonia.
the Howard's future began devel- 1922 to 1934, when he
the on a two year contract. Taiwan is members of a pioneer family of
In fact, BOTH members of the WRIGHT family had The MANY Fulton friends of oping fast—so we can well ima- blue back on and by Warput.
II had a natural for hydroelectric power Fulton. Our best wishes go to
Mrs. Daisy Terry are so happy gine what a state
Clarice and Otis 2% stripes on his sleeve as a and there is a big push on by the them and we hope they'll let us
a nice vacation as the MAN went FISHING with Louis to have her in town for a visit.
have been in since her return lieutenant commander.
At first National Chinese to. develop It. keep them informed of their nilWeaks, Nelson Tripp and Ward Johnson—so—as soon She is a guest of "Miss Liza" and *from
the South American conti- he was on officer procurement Howard
will be with a private ton friends through The News. ._
as the fishermen were on their way to Kentucky Lake— Gertrude Murphy at their home
on Eddings Street. Many parties
and after Jo and I got things organized at WFUL—OFF and gay little get-togethers have
we went!
been given in her honor because
I wish I might have the discriptive phrases to tell you EVERYONE loves Miss Dsisy.
what a BEAUTIFUL city Memphis is at this time of She was complimented with a delightful afternoon coffee by Mrs.
The Cayce Woman's Society of
the year. Their season is slightly ahead of ours—and it J. D. Davis.
The Fulton High School's fifth son, Kenneth Turner. and Brady
Christian Service met at 7:30
was really like "walking into a FAIRYLAND".
The guest list was limited to six weeks honor roll was anWednesday, April 18, with Mrs.
Williamson; Girls—Mary Ann
close friends of the honoree.
nounced today by Principal Mans- Bennett, Susan Bushart, Sidney
E. C. Mosley.
Monette and Harry Fields have noon—then have a bridge game
Cake and coffee were served field Martin as follows:
Calliham, and Joanne Covington.
a lovely home on Highlands Park in the evening. In fact, they keep
The meeting was opened by
from an attractively appointed
Students making all A's—Dorplace (which is near Chickasaw a complete RECORD of ALL of
Sophomores: Boys—En,erett
singing "Near the Cross". The
table centered with an arrangetha Duke, freshman; Wayne An- Allen Tommy Allen, Duncan
Gardens) and every home owner their games!
business session was short due to
ment of spring flowers. Mrs. Win
derson, sophomore; Roland Car- Bushart, Tommy Fields, Ray IT'S A
takes great pride in his yard—' It was, INDEED a wonderful
having the Bible Study. There
GIRL
Whitnel poured.
ter. sophomore; Charlie Huddles- Gunter, James Reed and Gary
and flowers. The entire street is Wee ken d—you know—there's
was one new member.
Guests attending were: the ton,
Mr and Mis J W Sharks.
lined with flowering crabapple NOTHING like GOOD FRIENDS!
junior; Ruth Louise Butts, Williamson; G irls—S aundra
Mrs. James McMurray was in
honoree. Mrs. Terry, Mrs. J. D.
Fulton.
are the proud parents of
junior; Bub White, senior; Ella Latham, Maridel Wells, Brenda
trees which were at their peak.
charge of the study. Those helpDavis, Mrs. Robert McCain, Mrs.
Doyle, seniqr; Gloria Hinton,-Bard, Jean Burnette, Judy Bur- a daughter, Patricia Dawn, born ing with the program were Mrs.
The white lilacs and spirea, tulips.
It seems like just about every,Charles Binford, Mrs. Gordon senior;
at 11:50 a. m. Friday, April 18,
hyacinths and VELVET-like pan- body in town went 'a fishin' over
Susan McDaniel, senior. ton. and Martha herring
Baird, Mrs. Irene Wood, Mrs. K
1958 at the Jones hospital. The Hubert Wilkins and Mrs. Jim
Students making all A's and
sies, dogwood and redbud were the weekend—and DID they get
Freshmen: Boys—Bill Burnette.
M. Jenkins and Mrs. Win Whitbaby weighed six pounds. three Purcell, giving the temaining part
B's.:
in full bloom everywhere you the FISH'. Just to mention a
ThOrnas Carney, Bobby Hancock,
nel.
of the book. "The Gospel Accordlooked—and AZALEAS—how few who 'were seen" up there
Seniors: Boys—Allen Maloney, Charles Rice, Larry Sullivan, Hal ounces.
ing to St. Mark".
LOVELY they were in shades of were W. L. Carter, Charlie Jones, Mrs. Joe C.
Edwin
Mathery;
Warren,
and Charles Willingham; IT'S
Girls—Marion
Johnston is spendA DOT
Darrel Logg, Elmer Mansfield,
pink, DEEP pink and white.
ing a month in Cookeville, Tenn. Blackstone, Barbara Boyd, Bon- Girls—Lynn Bushart, Chan CovBut the LOVELIEST of all Mr. and Mrs. Astor McGee, Mr. visiting her daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Mac
Mrs. W. J nie Britton, Judy Browning, Anne ington, Bonnie Helms, and Ophewere the JAPANESE CHERRY and Mrs. Bailey Roberts, Elvis Erwin and family.
Melds. Fulton, are the proud
Fall, Patsy Grooms, Vida Guill, lia Speight.
trees which line the driveway out Babb, Happy Hogan, Dr. Blankenparents of a seven pound 10 ounce
Mrs. Hugh Ply of Fulton and Sue Moore, and Virginia Page.
at Clarence Saunders PINK ship, Montez and Horton Baird, her sister, Mrs. Billie Lynn of
son. Ronak1 Mae. Jr., born WedJuniors: Boys—Johnny Allen
PALACE. As I stood beside one of Louise and Bob Binford. In fact. Cairo left Thursday night for Glynn Ray Bradley, Ward Bur- Paris District WSCS
nesday. April 16. 1956 at 9 p
The April meeting of the Art
these dainty trees I almost felt the Binfords and the Bairds were Chicago to attend the bedside of nett, Richard Cardwell, Freddy Meets Here April 29
at the Hillview hospital.
Department of the Woman's Club
like I was in Washington beside FLYING over the lake waters at Mr. Lynn, who underwent sur- Harper, Philip Jeffress, Joe JohnGrandparents are. Mr. and Mrs. was held Saturday at 12:30. Mrs.
The Paris District of the Clyde Fields and Mr. and 'Mrs. Lee Rucker was hostess to a lovethe TIDAL BASIN which is a such speed—the REASON—the gery Friday. Tommy and DeeDee
Women's Society of Christian R L LeCornu.
mecca for flower lovers every- Binfords have a new 40 HORSE- Lynn are staving at present in with
them.
ly luncheon meeting given at the
Service will meet in Fulton at
where because of the outstand- POWER motor', And it's NOT just the Ply home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Hildebrand
Park Terrace. For the occasion
9:30 a. m. on April 29th.
ing beauty of these same trees one of these ORDINARY motors
GIRL
IT'S
A
and children, Jimmy, John, Betty
the luncheon table was beautifulMrs. Ernest Cardwell of Fulton,
which were a gift to our govern- —IT has a STEERING wheel et
Annie Lee Mullinex was honor- and Kathy of Lakeside, Cal. and
ly decorated with arrangements
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Pickle
district
al!
ment by the Japans poeple so
presiderit, will be in
ed on her birthday recently when Mrs. Roes Ferrell of San Diego
Fulton, are the proud parents cd of yellow tulips and yellow room
many years ago.
Mrs. Eugene Copeland and Mrs. arrived Saturday far a visit with charge.
an eight pound. one ounce daughA delightful three-course menu
Corinne Evans entertained William Hinkle entertained with Mr. and
The entire weekend was a
Mrs. Charles Cannon east
ter born at 4:55 p. m. Sunday, was served to seven members and
happy one. And how pleased I friends from Paducah at her home a lovely dinner in the Hinkle of
Fulton.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
April 20. 1958.
five guests.
was to meet so many of the De- on Eddings Street last week home.
Zonia's w nderful friends. It's Guests were Mrs. T. K. Williams, Lovely arrangements
of spring
LWA : a treat to have a good Mrs. W. E. Ezell and Mrs. Horace flowers together
with tapers were
RI't game—tuid I really en- Owen.
used throughout the house. Guests
j ed •ne with Guy and Jean
were served at a table overlaid
Cla on—and Harry Fields. The
Congratulations are on Your with an imported
cloth. Silver
two couples fish out on the Clax- Diarists' list today to WINNIE holders with
yellow tapers and
ton's lake every Saturday after- VOEGELL newly elected presi- ivy were placed
at each end of
the table with a silver bowl of
daffodils in the center.
Place cards were written for
intimate friends of the honoree—
This is the siding you have read about. Du-Pont Baked-on Automobile Enamel. Beautiful. — Permanent.
Mrs. Alex Leneave, Mrs. Gene
Hilliard, ?Air Carlton Clark, Mrs.
Clyde Fields and Mrs. J. A.
only once In a lifetime. •
Hemphill.

Diary of Doin's

Adventure Ahead - - - Foi Former Fultonian

Fulton High School's Honor Roll
For Fifth Six Weeks Is Announced

NEW
ARRIVAL I
DEPT.

We do General Home Repairs - -

a sale like tidal

YES! WE HAVE REYNOLDS ALUMINUM SIDING

opeecc'
-ea/e,
nylon tricot slips

2 for $500
regetarty $3.50 each
•••••••r

vulb.

Sleek, chic, exciting — we can't
describe the handsome beauty of
these fabulous slips ... epoch
frosted with magnificert laces
and hand-detailed embroideries
...some have shadow pansohl
Shop now for graduation, for
Mother's Day, for everyday.
Come early while quantities last.
In an assortment of luscious
"polars. Sizes ?2 40.

front
shadow
paned

KA,SNOWS DEPT. STORE
448-52 Lake St.

Fulton

•
Roof
•
Insulation
•
Siding
•
Floor Covering
•
Interior Finish
•
• Storm Sash
•
Awnings
•
Car Ports
•
Garages

Robert and Nell Graham had
their "children" from Louisville,
home for a visit last week, Anna
Frances and Dick Hitchcock and
the kids, Dee Ann and Robert
Lee. Dick came down to Kenlake
to attend a CPA conference for
a few days. Dick, you remember,
is an assistant professor at the
University of Louisville. Anna
Frances joined him at Kenlake on
Friday and attended a lovely banquet and dance. Dee Ann and Robert Lee remained in Fulton
while their mother and dad were
having fun at the lake—but we'll
bet the ONES who ENJOYED it
most were the GRANDPARENTS
—Nell and Robert. The Hitchcock
family returned to Louisville on
Sunday.
Gertrude Murphy has been on
a nice trip to Chicago. We have
a hard time "keeping up" with
that gal. She's ALWAYS doing
something INTERESTING.
Mrs. Bob Davis is visiting Dr.
and Mrs. Castle Parker at their
home in Murray this week.
Helen France of Chicago is a
guest of the J. A. Norments on
West Street.
Welcome HOME to DOT EXUM
who has returned from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis after
having surgery. (Please consider
this your "get well" card, Ddt—
ALL of us thought of you—but
we've been snowed under with
bottle caps, box tops, etc., etc.,
etc., etc.) I'm sure you KNOW
what I mean—CCA1
Ur. and Mrs. Lowell Williams
of McComb. Mississippi spent the
weekend in Fulton with his
mother, Mrs. Claud Williams and
his brother, Glenn Williams and
Mrs. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winford
and family of Lebanon, Tenn. and
Mrs. Della Brown of Cookeville,
Tenn. have returned to their
homes after spending the weekend with the Harold Muzzals east
of town.
Martha and Alex Leneave are
the happiest ones to have Martha's
sister, Kathryn Talyor Varden of
Raton, N. Mex. here for a visit

(Package Deal)

Pay as you use: FHA-Approved loans
are available to spread the cost out
over as many as 60 months. Let us

•
Everything to put your
home in top-top shape
•

Free Estimates
•

show you.

FULTON ROOFING AND INSULATION COMPANY
Phones 557 — 1885 — 1686 — 1126-M-2 — 24 31, Cayce;
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Cayce WSCS Has
Interesting Meet.

Art Department
Has Luncheon-Meet

SPECIAL PURCHASE
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Deadline Extended
On Essay Contest

SUITS SEEK—

HOSPITAL NEWS

YM13C VOTES—

Continua! from Page One
Colitinued from page One
3.30 p. m. on the afternoon of
Harold Wiley, vice-president; Edd
The following were patients in Engle, secretary; Bertes Pigue,
The deadline on the Clean-Up, February 6 when Mr. Hyland
Fix-Up, Paint-Up essay contest made a turn into the drive-way the local hospitals Wednesday treasurer; and Bill Warren, serfor Fulton High and SOuth Ful- of Radio Station WFUL on the morning, April 23.
geant-at-arms.
ton High students has been ex- Middle Road. The Robilio and Jones Hospital:
The new board of directors is
Cuneo
truck
hit
the Hyland car,
tended. from Friday, April 25, to
Mrs. Lillie Pruett, Hickman; J. composed of Richard Myatt, Joe
Monday, April 28, it was announc- totally wrecking tpe Hyland car, A. Brundige, Dresden; Mrs. W. Trees, Joe Fly and Dr. Barker.
ed today. The essays must be and then skidded and over-turn- D. Winstead, Palmersville; Mrs.
Two new members were voted
turned in to Miss Ouida Jewell ed on the radio station's lawn. The Betty
Williams, Mrs. Lewis into the club. They were Charles
at the Fulton County News on driver of the truck, a huge cab Stevens, Mrs. Raymond Sutton, King of King Motor Co., and Noah
and trailer vehicle, was pinned
that day, for judging.
Judy Harrison, Mrs. W. R. Day, Clark of the Arcade Barber Shop.
The deadline on the poster con- inside the cab of the truck until Mrs. Robert Cullum, Mrs. Ralph There were several guests present
test for all grade schools in the a passing motorist extricated him Craig and baby, Gus Browder, at the meeting.
twin-cities is Friday, April 25. from the wreckage.
The guests were Richard
Mrs. E A. Stowe Leon Boulton,
An eye-witness to the ac,
:ident and Marilyn
The winning posters will be placThompson, Bill Bennett, Walter
Mckendree
all
of
ed in store windows downtown said that the Hyland car had made Fulton.
Parker of Memphis, Dr. Ward
a few days before the Clean-Up a left turn into the station's driveBushart, Jerry Hawks, Jamie
Hillview
Hospital:
way and that the Robillo and
Wade and Bill Roesler of Memparade on Saturday. May 3.
Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedom; phis.
Cuneo truck swerved off the
high-way into the drive-way and Sam Mathis, Lynnville; Mrs.
An application for membership
PEPSI-COLA—
Williams, Dukedom; was accepted from J. B. Barkley.
hit the back door of the Hyland Kathryn
Mrs. Isham Mathis, Martin; James
car full force.
A delicious dinner of fish, ham
Other occupants of the Hyland Harris, Mrs. May Campbell, Mrs. and chicken was enjoyed by the
car were Jerry McIntyre, Rose's R. T. Killbrew, Ruel Fulcher, group.
brother, Kathy Hyland. Mr. Hy- Floyd Winston, Mrs. Charles Stafland's daughter and Mary Jo and ford, Mrs. Thomas Pickle and
R. Paul Westpheling, children of baby, Mrs. Milton Counce, Mrs. HEARING ON—
Mr .and Mrs. Paul Westpheling. Bill Bradley, John W. King
Continued from Page One
Little Mary Jo Westpheling, who Manus Williams, Arnold Work.
, vide additional and better service
suffered from shock and severe Donna Jean Alexander and Mrs. to customers, to improve facilities
bruises when thrown from the Edgar Avery, all of Fulton.
and to insure continued efficient
car, was pinned between the Fulton Hospital:
service in the future.
wrecked car door and the ground;
The company's history has been
Leon Bransford, Cayce; Marvin
R. Paul Westpheling received a
Dukedom; Mrs. Nora Ray, one of repeated rate reductions,
Young,
deep gash in his upper forehead
Carl Bugg, Clinton; Mrs. all of which stemmed from greatand suffered shock and bruises. Wingo;
McDaniels, Clinton; Mrs. er use of electricity by its cusDentis
Roth Westphellng children receivVaughan, Wingo; J. S. tomers and better operating effied medical treatment at the Ful- Alfred
City; Jim Beard, ciencies by the company.
Union
Poole,
ton Hospital.
The proposed rate schedules are
Wingo; Mrs. Harry Whayne, ColThe accident barely averted
Parham, Dukedom; available for public inspection at
L.
C.
umbus,
near fatal tragedies.
the company's offices at New
Miles and Miles, law firm of A. G. Wynne, Hickman. Mrs. Tazewel land Middlesboro and
Charles Reams
Kathrine Haskins, Clinton; RanUnion
City
and
Terrell.
SchultzFulton, Kentucky.
Radio Station WPUL will transdall Brown, Dukedom Luther
The hearing is to be held in
fer its equipment to the Pepsi- man and Hardy, a law firm of Pickens, Water Valley; Mrs. Edd
,,senting the
Room 114, Floor C-1, Cordell Hull
Cola Plant for the open house Paducah, are rept,
ColeDella
Mrs.
Wingo;
Watts,
Building, Nashville.
and will broadcast direct from the plaintiffs.
man, D. N. Crockett, Mrs. R. E.
new plant on that day.
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
The grand prize will be a Shet- from its old location on upper Traver, Mrs. Mike Fry, Mrs. J.
T. Travis, Mrs. Etta Wade, B. B.
land pony with western saddle Main Street.
Holland,
Bill
25th annual district meetMrs.
Stephenson,
The
The building, ultra-modern In
and bridle. Also a picnic cooler
will be given away every 30 design, is a very beautiful brick Mammie Carson, Mrs. Don Joy- ing of the Kentucky Federation
minutes during the day. You do structure and the offices are fill- ner, Mrs. Ruby Reekes. C. W. of Homemakers and the Home
not have to present at the draw- ,ed with lovely new furniture. A Burrow, Mrs. Roper Fields, Mrs. Economics Extension Service of
man-made lake is located on the R. V. Putnam, Sr., Mrs. James the University of Kentucky has
ings
0. Brown and Mrs. Helen Link been scheduled for May 1, at 9:30
The new building, located on the north side of the building.
a. m. at Murray State College.
Smith Atkins and his son-in- all of Fulton.
45-51
Highway
By-Paaa
was
The al-day meeting is open to all
-completed recaatly and the com- law, Charles Reams, are co-ownwho wish to attend.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
pany moved its mastless there ers of the business.
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A weather balloon was found
here Monday morning by Frank
Allen of Riceville.
Mr. Allen found the balloon
on his property on the 51 ByPass in front of the Foy Motor
Court at 7:30 a. m. while on his
way to work at Browder's Mill.
The balloon and parachute at-

tached were hung on a power
Y. MAGIC NAME
line and Mr. Allen was only able
Long before the white man
to remove the plastic container, Kentucky was a magic name awhich was to be mailed by the mong Indians. Its fertile grading
finder to California.
lands, uninhabited by men, teemWhen Mr. Allen returned for ed with buffalo, deer and small
the balloon later in the clay, it game. Cherokee hunters from the
south vied with,
.the !Rumness and
had disappeared. According to in- other northern tribes for Kenstructions on the plastic contain- tucky's rich prizes. Bloody clashet.
er. the weather balloon was sent were frequent. One of the trails
out from Blytheville, Ark., and used by war and hunting parties
the container is to be mailed to was 'Warrior's Path," which
Transportation Officer Smama, crossed the mountain barrier inat
at McClelland Air Force Base, to southeastern Kentucky
Cumberland Gap.
McClelland, Calif.

Vacation. for 2 in Florida
CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE BEACH
Miami — Daytona — Clearwater — or St. Petersburg Beach

OR A $300.00 SAVINGS BOND
Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize

$100.00 savings bond
50.00 savings bond
25.00 savings bond

(To Be Awarded Saturday, June 28)
No jingles to write: no puzzles to work:
you do not have to buy. Absolutely no
catches. Here is all you do ... each time
you visit A. C. BUTTS AND SONS you
may register. If you are not a customer
at A. C. BUTTS AND SONS there is no
better time to start than now. You can't
lose.

Max. House Coffee Smoked Picnics
Whole bean — fresh ground

Frosty Morn

1-Lb.Bag . . 79c Pound . . . 39c
Peanut Butler SLICED BACON 1
Smooth — — "Big Top"

Rouser Valley

Home Freezer
$330.00

Swansdown; White, yellow and
Devil's food

Iceberg; large head

1 Ton

Per Box . . 29c Per Head . . 17c
Peach Halves GREEN BEANS

Rollaway Bei.

Air Conditioner

2 11 Can . . 29c 2Pounds . 39c

With Innersprings .

$160.00

One Week Only - - $39.95
Full Size

11/2 Ton

$36.50

$197.20

Fresh

Del Monte

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR
CCA BONUS CREDITS IN

$80.00

Full Size

"Know Your Sponsor Week"

Trade In Allowance
1958 Speed Queen
Automatic Washer
7-Piece

Electric Range
$160.00

1000 CCA Bonus Credits given for
EACH BUSHEL OF SEED CORN BOUGHT

gs
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Frank Allen Finds
Balloon On His Lanck
Mails Plastic Container

The Fulton News, Thursday, April 24, 1958, Page 7

We Offer Spring Bargains that are Really Values!!! 12-oz. jar . . 29c Pound . . . 55c
Foam Rubber
20-Cubic Foot
CAKE MIX
Fresh Lettuce

ion

ering

Weather Balloon
Found In Fulton

with Trade
9 x 12

Couch Suite
$139.95

PHONES 602-803

Linoleum Rugs
$4.88

WAD

[FURNITURE
COMPANY

.

PHONE 103
..40smnsismow

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices good ONLY Friday and Saturday. April 25th and 26th

A. C. Butts & Sons
WE GIVE COMMUNITY CLUB AWARD CREDITS ON EVERY-

"TRADE WTH WADE AND SAVE"

LAKE STREET

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

FULTON, KY.

THING WE SELL I

1
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Twin-Cities Businessmen In Review:

Ray Williams,Manager of Finance Co.
as City Chairman of the Boy
Scout Drive recently.
Mr. Williams was born May 14,
1928 in Carlisle County, son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Burnice
Williams. He was graduated from
Milburn High School and attended Murray State College. In high
school he was a member of the
basketball team.
His first job was with the Melville Shoe Corp. in St. Louis. He
was inducted into the Army in
1950 and spent a year at camp
Pickett, Va. and another year in
Augsburg, Ceermany. He was released from the Army in 1952
and then went to work for the
Kellogg Pipe Fabricating Company in Paducah.
From there he went with
Friendly Finance Co. in November of 1953. He worked in Paducah for a month then vans sent to
Murray, where he worked in the
office there for a year and a half
as assistant manager. At Murray
he was a carter member of the
Jaycees and a member of the
American Legion. He was sent
back to Paducah for six months,
working as assistant manager,
then he was made manager at
Fulton.
Mr. Williams married Miss
Mary Ann Bonner of Murray on
April 28, 1966 and they are expecting the first little Williams
the latter part of June.
Mr. Williams hobbies are archery and firearms.

Rayford "Ray" Williams

John Rayford "Ray" Williams,
29, has been manager of the local
Friendly Finance office since Jan.
3, 1956.
Ray, a very friendly young
man has made many friends in
Fulton since moving here and has
been very active in civic affairs.
He has participated in all drives
and has a great interests in getting a swimming pool here.
Last August he organized a
Junior Chamber of Commerce
organization here and is serving
as its first president. Recently he
was chosen the "Outstanding
Jaycees of the Year" in Fulton.
After finishing his term of office
as president, on May 1, he will
serve on the board of directors.
Also, recently he was appointed City Chairman of the Fulton
Salvation Army Unit, and a center will be opened here soon.
Mr. Williams is a member of
Roberts Lodge 1.72, the American
Legion, and served until recently
as tailtwister and director of the
Lions Club. He is also a director
of the Chamber of Commerce and
-attends the First Baptist Church.
The local businessman served

MAKE
OUR STORE
• OUR
HEADQUAR ft RS
FOR

Stop in anytime...
meet your friends bete
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of your choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

The Young Leave,
The Old Stay On
Tennessee's farm population is
declining and what there is of
it is made up of older farmers.
ifiese are some of the findings in
Weakley County as reported by
Dr. Joe A. Martin, University of
Tennessee agricultural economist
"The estimated decrease between 1950 and 1955 is 122,000
fewer people on Tennessee's
farms. The figure was a drop of
over a quarter of a million--or
254,000—between 1940 and 1960,"
Dr. Martin says.
Where are the farm people going? They migrate to non-farm
jobs, both to cities and towns in
Tennessee and to the larger
cities in the North. And 75 percent of these farm migrants are
in the 17-to-28-year age group.
The people who stay on the farms
are mostly 29 years of age and
older; people over 57 years of age
seldom leave the farm, the northwest Tennessee county survey
showed.
There were other significant
findings: 1) Between 1922 and
1040, youths who moved to nonfarm occupations were better
educated than those remaining on
farms, but this has not been true

during the period of prosperity
since World War U. 2) Farmers
with the least amount of land to
farm left the farm first. 3) More
married than non-married people
left the farm. 4) Farms that lost
labor used only about 70 percent
of their labor full-time in 1946,
but 90 percent in 1951. 5) During
this same 5-year period, about 15
percent less labor has been invested in growing row crops and
about 15 percent more labor has
been shifted over to producing
livestock and forage.
Dr. Martin concludes that "Machinery is replacing much of this
lost farm labor. In addition, new
farm capital in the form of hybrid
seed, higher analysis fertilizers
and more fertilizer per acre of
crops and pasture grown all contribute to increased farm efficiency and higher farm income on
Tennessee's farms in 1958."

Davis, Everett
Renew Appeals
For Highway 51

Mullins Elected
To Association

SUFFERS HEART ATTACH
Floyd Winston was admitted to

Hillview Hospital Saturday night,
Hubert E. Mullins of Fulton after suffering a heart attack.
has been elected to membership
in the American Angus Association at St. Joseph, Missouri, announces Prank Richards, secretary.
New Appropriations
Mr. Mullins was one of the
Should Make It Easier seven
Aberdeen-Angus
purebred
For Leech To Act
breeders in Kentue:y elected to
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Allocation of additional federal members
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for different sections of this road." rektor wad histriKtleas at
Noting that $12.537,083 in Fed- Mr. Davis said. "This should make BUILDER'S SUPPLY, Inc.
eral funds were apportioned to it easier for work to be com- Walnut St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky.
the state Thursday, Representa- menced."
tives Clifford Davis and Robert
A. "Fats" Everett called on State
Highway Commissioner W. M.
Leech to "proceed quickly on
—
Highway 51."
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Get "credits" for your club at
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Ministers' School
Set For June 23-27
Announcement of the third
Summer School for Town and
Country Ministers, June 29-27,
has been made by the University
of Tennessee. The school is sponsored by the University, through
the School of Religion, College of
Agriculture and other colleges.
The purpose of the school,
which in preceding courses had
approximately 140 enrollees, is to
bring to light, conditions and problems which the rural church in
particular, faces today because of
swift moving economic and soial
changes.
Many benefits have been listed
by those attending previous
schools. An opportunity to appreciate the role of the State University, with emphasis on its potential contributions to'rural community programs; the exchange of
experiences, and knowledge of
resources of the different educational and agricultural services
available—all were considered
important.
Dr. Earl D. C. Brower, professor of sociology, Emory University will be a feature discussion
leader at the June course. On the
list of those cooperating are. rural
sociologists, economists and other
agricultural specialists of the
University of Tennessee.
Prof. C. E. Wylie heads the U-T
committee list as chairman. Information relative to registration,
and costs, can be obtained from
4. W. Brimm, director of U-T
Summer School for Town and
Country Ministers, Box 1071,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

UNION CITY, TENN.

ELCOME NEWS
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3eal rut* TILLERS All TILLER/MOWERS

COORImAsToR

REGULAR-SIZE

/10

'/V.-cARPT1'

0

Coke in new King-Size

reer/IteriV"

AeA.V7r7/0

with MOWER
ATTACHMENTS
• SPADES • FURROWS
• MOWS • WEEDS
• EDGES • AERATES

featuring the
new and exclusive

.famous standard-size too!

SAFE T GUARD

taste of Coke,
Just what you've been waiting for ...that real great
Now you get more to pouz
that famous quality of Coca-Cola in a handy new size.
get together.
at parties and mealtimes ... or whengrver family or friends

Step behind an easy-to-operate
CHOREMASTER Tiller or
Tiller/Mower and leave hard
work behind! Tough garden and
yard chores are done quickly and
easily. The Tiller/Mowers add
fast Mowing and Leaf Pulverizing
to this amazing versatility.

Always keep both sins in the refrigerator.

Bring home both sizes today

Ash for an eye-opening demorudration to-day.

e Co.
Bennett Electric and FurniturPhone
201

Masonic Bldg.
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commercial area 1956 corn price
of
average
minimum
support
CM a bushel which reflects 7'1
percent of April parity price. The
minimum willbe increased if a
NEWS
THE
"applied
g
ion,
the
followin
note:
intormat
combnaton of corn parity price
ral
agricultu
anti
Agents
County
nearby
ASC,
USDA,
the
by
and corn supply relationships on
agencies will be of special interest to progressive /armors in tha
October 1, indicate a higher supKm -Tenn area):
port Klee."
The above support rate is the
which do not have corn acreage minimum average for commercial
1011 CORN SUPPORT
support corn area and may be increased
corn
the
allotments,
SET AT $1.36
rates by law are set at 75 per- on October 1, 1958. The individual
Corn price supports for 1956 cent of the "commercial" rates county rates will be furnished
is established.
have been set at a minimum natMr Gray explains that the after the final rate
ff you have sold wool or unional average of $1.36 per bushel, minimum support price of $1.36
Roy C. Gary, Chairman, State will not be reduced, but may be shorn lambs since April 1, 1957,
Agricultural Stabilization and Conchances are you have earned a
Increased if a cOmbination of the
servation Committee, announced corn parity price as of October 1, payment under the Federal wool
today. This is an -advance of 1956, and corn supply relation- incentive program. To collect it,
planting" minimum support re- ships as of that date indicate a be sure to file an application at
your County ASC office not later
flecting 77 percent of the April higher support price.
than April 30, C. C. Vaughn,
corn parity price, and based on a
Chairman, Obion County ASC
corn supply estimated at 4,751
136.7 percent of 1856 CORN MINIMUM PRICE
Committee, reminded farmers tomillion bushels
SUPPORT RATE ANNOUNCED day.
normal.
The loan rate for each County
"So far, Mr. Vaughn said, "the
Roy Bard, Chairman of Fulton
will be announced before harvest. ABC County Committee, announc- national average price for the 1957
According to the Chairman, _com- ed that they had received a copy wool clip is less than 62c per
pliance with acreage allotments of a telegram. announcing the pound. This means that a payment
will be a condition of eligibility minimum average support rate on will likely be made to individual
for price support in commercial 1956 Corn Crop. The telegram growers regardless of what they
received for the own wool."
corn-producing counties. In coun- was as follows:
"Department today announced
These applications, Mr. Vaughn
ties outside the commercial area,
explained, are to cover wool and
unshorn lambs marketed not later
than March 31, 1958. ff there is
FRIDAY — SATURDAY
any detail of a sale which is notSUNDAY
completed until after that date,
the transaction goes over into
Double Feature Program
1958 marketings and will be eligible for payment in 1959.
Wool incentive payments are
made under the National Wool
Act of 1954. Payments on shorn
wool are a direct incentive to increase production. Payments on
unshorn lambs are made to encourage normal marketing of
lambs with the wool on and avoid
unusual shearing to get the shorn
wool payment. The goal of the
Blume ITUNIATIONAt ruins,. • is ANENCAN RTIMAINNAL Aim
program is to' increase U. S. Production to 300 million pounds of
PLUS FEATURE NO. 2
shorn wool—about a one-third increase over production in recent
FABULOU I SPECTACULAR! TERRIFYING!
years.
arse.
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Lake St.

You'll find these tile lightas it did for centuries in
est ever because beer goes into the batter
pancakes! Serve tall
England where they really know how to makethe
griddle to watch
glasses of cold beer as friends gather round
Sauce.
you prepare the pancakes and Quick Newburg
Old English Pancakes
4 cups sifted all-purpose
/
11
1 en
flour
% cup bottled or canned
2% teaspoons baking
beer or ale
powder
54 cup milk
2 tablespoons sugar
3 tablespoons melted butter
salt
teaspoon
4
1
or margarine
stir
Pra-heat electric griddle as manufacturer directs. Beat egg;
flour, baking powder,
In bow, milk and melted butter. Sift togethermixture,
stirring only
wager and salt. Gradually stir in beer-egg
or drop
until ingredients are blended. Pour batter from pitcher
pancakes.
from large spoon onto heated griddle into 4-inch wide warm
and
Bake. Turn pancakes when edges st-Tt to dry. Keep
serve with Quick Newburg Sauce.
YIELD: 4 servings.
Quick Newburg Sauce
1 cup cooked or canned lobster
% cup milk
2 tablespoons diced pimiento
1 can undiluted condensed
Toasted almonds
cream of mushroom soup
Gradually stir milk into soup in saucepan. Add lobster and
pimiento. Heat to serving temperature. To sent I spoon sauce over
pancakes; garnish with toasted almonds.

Fulton

Phones 95, 795

work, and music work.
Elaine has completed many projects in the 4-H club. She has
canned about 450 jars of food
consisting of jams, jellies, marmalades, fruits, butters, meats
and vegetables. She has made
about 150 garment accessories, including covering shoes, purses,
earrings, mitts, and hats. Other
projects she has carried on are
baby beef, dairy, charm, housekeeping, and leadership. In the
baby beef show Elaine has won
a halter for the best showman.
She has given six demonstrations.
two talks, and has made three
radio appearances.

Elaine Butler, an outstanding
member of the Fulton 4-H Club,
has won many honors and prizes
during her 4-H career.
Elaine has one hundred and
seventy-one ribbons.. They have
been won on demonstrations on
dairy, beef, cooking, canning,
camp crafts, and records. She has
won two first place ribbons at
the Kentucky State Fair. For being third place winner at the Annual R. E. A. Show, she was
given a pin-up lamp and a ribbon
FLUORESCENT DESIRABLE
in crafts.
to some beliefs, fluContrary
medal,
bronze
Elaine won a
does not posse'
lighting
orescent
hip,
which was judged on citizens
qualities than
records, and leadership. Then she any more harmful
artificial illuminwon on the same basis a gold other forms of
sunlight. Infect fluoremedal, which is the highest award ation or
is more desirable
lighting
scent
State
the
to
went
given. She
s daylight more
resemble
it
since
ion
Convent
Legion
American
-filament
tungsten
than
closely
where she won the American Lethe Murine
to
g
accordin
lamps,
gion Award of Merit, which was
feature service.
won on her 4-H work, F. H. A. Company

K LOANS
FEDERAL LAND BAN
Interest
Long Term — Low
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Union City, Tennessee
453,
Tel

Bond Sale Craze
Is Fading Away
7cvrat

WM, JIM
Agsiatiftrai aeral,

PRYOR
Ceaftel Wheal

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Apparently the bond sale craze
has about run its course in Martin, according to the Weakley
County Press. This is the conclusion reached by a Press reporter after talking to numerous
individuals and officials at bait
Martin banks.
General opinion is that the lag
is due to two reasons: wearing
off of the initial enthusiasm and
a certain leeriness brought on by
numerous accounts that the plan
is a lottery and illegal
A new "fad" appears to have
arisen as the old one dies out.
This one has to do with mailing
of paper money in $5, $10, and
$20 denominations instead of the
bonds.

There is nothing that can disGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
courage a farmer more than continued disagreeable and unsatisfactory weather conditions. In
fact fanners, no doubt pay more
Union City Highway
attention to the weather forecast
than any other group. They are
26-27-26
SAT-SUN-MON., April
nt upon good weather and
depende
(Starts at 8:55)
favorable conditions for a successMISTER CORY
MARTIN SHOWS GAIN
ful farm program. We have sureWith Tony Curtis
t
l
wi
weather
of
The recent special census at
ly had our share
also
farming Ms Martin showed a gain in populafor
suitable
not
is
7:15,
10:10)
(Starts Sat.
spring. In fact there have been tion of 86, the new figure being
(Starts Sun-Mon at 7:15)
only a few days that a farmer 4,534. Cost to the city was $500
THE YOUNG STRANGER
could actually work in the fields. while increase in state aid will
With James MacArthur
means a gain of
It is time that we are getting be $1,000. This
year for the city and
TUES-WED., APRIL 29-30
some breaks and no doubt we $500 this
of the next two years.
(Starts at 8:25)
are. Last week was real pleasant $1,000 each
in
THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
tractors
many
were
and there
With James Stewart
PLAY PRESENTED
the fields cutting last years
also
stalks, disking and turning the
The senior class of Fulgharn
(Starts at 7:15)
soil, in fact I saw several gatherHigh School presented the 1958
DEEP ADVENTURE
ing corn the first of the week.
class play in the auditorium at
With Ross Allen
There are some that are working
Fulgharn Friday night, April 18.
suppose
I
but
wet,
their land too
THURS-FRI., MAY 1-8
The play was a three-act comedy
is
There
they just couldn't resist.
(Starts at 8:55)
entitled "Fixin' Aunt Fanny." It
lots of moisture in the soil and was under the direction of the
TARZAN AND THE
bit
little
a
added
yesterday just
LOST SAFARI
class sponsor, Mrs. Maudine Bolin.
more, and it seems that it will
With Gordon Scott
can
be very late before any work
also
Go to Church Sunday
be completed. No doubt many of
(Starts at 7:15)
your
THE KETTLES IN THE OZARKS you will have to change
plans about planting certain fields and make other last minuWith Marjorie Main
te changes in the overall farm
program for 1958. This will be a
very wise thing to do however,
even though you ,might be put
to some extra trouble by making
the changes.
It is still not too late to take
advantage of many of the recommended spring practices. Top
dressing pastures can still give
good results however not as efLast year a farmer used a $3,550.00 "budgeted
fectively as it it could have been
done earlier. You can still use
loan" to finance his farm operation and the total
weed killers in the permanent
pasture fields. Johnson grass can
cost for this loan was $124.50. Compare. . . six per
also be controlled by some
methods.
cent of $3,550.00 is $213.00. He saved $88.50 by
The cost price squeeze is on
again this year, so be
farmers
purto
using a "budgeted loan!" PCA makes loans
sure and use sane judgment in
making all decisions about what
major

AMY when you need it...
PAY when you have it!

ADRIENNE HAIR SPRLY
" 2 for 1.90

Adult's or If

Elaine Butler
Receives 4-H Honors

STARLITE Drive-In

6 GREAT DAYS
As

Pancakes Are Fun Fare

OUTSTANDING

Mrs. Julius Falkoff received
"the highest award for achievement" and Mrs. Carlos Lannorn
"the best imprompty speaking award" at the Dale Carnegie graduation banquet at Boyette's
Restaurant at Reelfoot Lake recently Both ladies are from Hickman. Mrs. Lannom is Fulton
County Court Clerk.
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chase farm equipment, livestock and to make
farm improvements, with up to five years to repay.

by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

100 HOUR WORK WEEK. One of those efficiency expert-type fellows has estimated recently that, even with a
house full of modern appliances, the average mother works
nearly 100 hours weekly. That's a mighty long week, but
think what it would be without today's conveniences! The
telephone alone saves countless hours and steps. Housewives shop by phone, visit, call plumbers and other service
folks—attend to all sorts of errands they'd have to run
if they didn't have a phone. And no matter when it's
needed, your telephone is always there, 24 hours a day.
Best of all, in these days of high costs it's still one of the
biggest bargains in the family budget.
•

•

•

PAMPER MOM! Mother's Day is May 11. Now that
we've added up Mom's weekly work hours, the least we
can do is give her a hand. What could be a better Mother's
Day gift than an extension phone? Maybe even more
than one, so she'll have them near her most tAlked-from
spots. You can get them in spring-pastel shades. So lovely
with Mother's room colors! For instance, perfect for the
feminine touch are aqua, rose pink, light beige, light gray,
Ivory or white. Or, to add a vivid dash of color choose
cherry red, bright yellow, or green. They cost less than
you think, too, se just call us and well do the rest.

P. S. Extension phones make ideal gifts the year 'round,

tool

• • •

TROUBLED LADY ... There's a tear on her pretty
cheek but it will soon be gone. For troubles are forgotten
quickly when one is very young ... Many a grown-up
trouble also has a way of
disappearing when there
are friendly voices to help
and reassure...Just reaching for the telephone and
talking to someone can
bring sunshine into a dark
or worried day ... For
whatever the need or the
hour, you are never alone
with a telephone.

Is to be done in 1958.

If you can use credit to an advantage why not
come by the office and find out how a Production
Credit loan can help you make MORE farm

"
'1,000,000

PROFIT!

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Representative
Craddock Building
Clinton, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Representative
206 Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky

FIFTH
BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD
100 PROCW

$4.55
Also available HEAVEN NILE Kentad7
Straight Bourbon, 6 year, 10 proof.
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC
.
RAVEr)10AN n)11.,ON COONtv .i P.

PINT 2.85
VI-Pint 1.45
Quart 5.44
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DEATHS
Jesus said unto her, I am the
resurrection and the life: he that
beLieveth in me, though he were
deed, yet shall he live.

Mrs. Dennis French
Services for Mrs. Era Lindell
Harrington French of Fulton, who
died of a heart attack at 5 Saturday afternoon, April 19, in the
yard at her home, were held
Tuesday afternoon at 2 at the
Baptist Church in Sharon, Tenn.
The Rev. Cleatus Moore of Greenfield officiated. Burial, under direction of the Doug Murphy Fu-

neral Home of Martin, was in the
Sharon cemetery- She was 55.
Mrs. Frencn was a member of
the First Baptist Church.
She leaves her husband, Dennis
French; a son, Dennis French, Jr.
of Fulton; a daughter, Mrs. Harold
Bennett of Water Valley, Ky.; a
brother Jack Harrington of Detroit, Mich.; three sisters, Mrs.
Walter McClanahan of Fulton
Mrs. Kellie Jones of Martin,
Route 3, and Mrs. Paul Stanko of
Detroit; and four grandchildren.
The pallbearers were Marvin
Easley, Hugo Lenox, Hilliard
Poyner, W. A. Cannon, Floyd
Flack and Charles Montgomery.

F. A. Vaughn
Service for Pon Alvin Vaughan,

GROW TOMATOES!
--- Added Income
--- No Allotments
--- Cash on Delivery
--- Easy to Raise
--- Containers Furnished
•

•

WE ARE GOING TO OPERATE THE WATER
VALLEY CANNING COMPANY and also the
HICKM.AN CANNING COMPANY. Get your contracts and seed or plants at either plant.

PHONE 881-J,FULTON
Water Valley Implement Company
Water Valley, Kentucky

who died Thursday, April 17, at
4 a. m., at his home in Pearl
Village in Fulton, were held Friday afternoon at 2 at the Whitnel
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
John Laidapastor of the First
Baptist Church, and the Rev. J.
A Kelly, officiated. Burial was
in the Pleasant Valley Cemetery
near Water Valley. He was 77.
Mr. Vaughan was born Oct. 21,
1880 in Graves County near Wingo, son of J. E. and Nancy Ouill
Vaughan. He was a retired farmer and a member of the First
Methodist Church He wa-s a loving husband, a good neighbor ana
had many friends who will mourn
this palming.
Mr. Vaughan leaves his wife.
Mrs Mary litidyett Vaughan; a
brother, M. L. Vaughan of Route
1, Water Valley; a daughter, Mrr.
Wayne Latta of Water Valley.
Route 2; two grandchilden, and
several nieces and nephews.
Nephews were pallbearers.

William Mann
Services for William Darns
Mann, music supervisor of Hickman County high schools, were
held at 3 Friday afternoon at the
First Methodist Church in Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. J. P. Iron officiated. assisted by the Rev. Edgar
Underwood and the Rev. J
Noble Wilford. Burial was in
Memorial Cemetery.
Mr. Mann. who was 23, died
Tuesday in St. Mary's Hospital
in Rochester, Minn. He had been
ill since December.

Mrs. Lola Veatch
Mrs. Lola Lorena Veatch died
early Thursday morning AprU 17,
In Detroit.
Services were held
Monday
afternoon at 2 at the Jackson
Chapel Church,
. The Rev. John
Weir, pastor, officiated. Burial.
under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home, was in Rock Springs
Cemetery.
She was a member of the Jackson Chapel Church.
Mrs. Veatch leaves five sons,
Harold Veatch of Detroit., Basal
Veatch of Wingo, Jerry Veatch of
Fulton, Route 1, Halbert Veatch
f Wingo and Herbert Veatch of
Detroit; four daughters, Mrs.
Chester Wiley of Wingo, Mrs. 8.
L Woodson of Roseville, Mich.,
Mrs. Porter Evans of Detroit and
Mrs. Jessie Carey of Norfolk, Va.;
granchndren, several
23
and
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Lillie PIcHatt
THE

UNION CITY
RETAIL MERCHANTS
ASSOCIATION
EXTENDS A PERSONAL INVITATION
TO

To
TO SHOP

UNION CITY FIRST
YOU'LL FIND EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT
AT A SAVINGS IN TIME, TROUBLE AND
MONEY!
There's plenty of everything in UNION CITY—everything
from cradles to Cadillac,, hosiery to homes, dresses to diamonds, shoes to shrimp, lamps to lumber, plows to perfume!
No matter what's on your shopping list. try UNION CITY
MERCHANTS first, last and always—chances are he has exactly what you're looking for! Your advantages being time saved
needs filled immediately, guaranteed satisfaction and the lowest purchase price possible. You have the satisfaction too, of
knowing that your UNION CITY dealer is right around the
corner, within a few minutes of you, to back up tomorrow
what be sells today!

Stop in and say hello the next time you are In
town . . we will be happy to see you!

UNION CITY STORES
WILL BE OPEN 'TILL 8 P. N.
ON SATURDAY

Services for Mrs. Lillie Bell McNatt of Pilot Oak, who died at
the home of R. A. Owens in Fulton at 10:25 a. m. Monday after
a month's illness, was held Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the Mt. Pleasant
Church of Christ. Bro. Charles L.
Houser of Paducah officiated.
Burial, under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of
Dukedom, was in the church
.cemetery. She was 86.
Mrs. McNatt, widow of J. J.
McNatt, who died in February,
1958, was a member of- the Pilot
Oak Church of Christ. She was
born at Pilot Oak on Sept. 14,
1871, daughter of Wallace and
Lucy Jane Olive Hainline.
- She leaves a son, John B. Foy
of Holbrook. Ariz.; a daughter,
Mrs. Tremon Rickman af Pilot
Oak; and a brother. Carl Hainline, of Water Valley, Route 3.

B. F. Harwood
B. F. Harwood, 57, district
manager for Southern Bell, died
at Paducah at 5:40 Sunday morning, April 20, at the Kentucky
Baptist Hospital in Louisville. Mr.
Harwood is well known In Fillton and has many friends here
who will be sorry to learn of his
death.
A native of Trenton, Tenn., Mr.
Harwood lived in Louisville for
many years before going to 153ducah eight years ago. He had
been with the Bell System 38
years.
He is survived by his wife,
Carolyn Straeffer Harwood and a
son, Charles Franklin Harwood.
He was a member of the board

Nits-

reen Grows TheGrass--Thanks To Plot-Up Activities
Your lawn and yard is the entrance hall to your Property so
it should create a pleasing impression for your visitors. By following a few simple rules, your
brownish-green yard can be transformed into a attractive green
lawn.
The first step in starting a new
lawn is to choose a grass seed
suited to your soil, sun or shade
conditions, and climate. A few
minutes' talk with your hardware
dealer or nurseryman will aid you
with your selection.
With the correct type of seed
purchased, you are now ready to

begin actual work. First of all,
spade the ground to a depth of at
least six inches, breaking up the
dirt clods. A good humus, such
as peat moss, should be mixed in.
Plant food should be applied
next. Two pounds of lime and
four pounds of plant food should
be applied to each 100 square feet
of lawn. This mixture should be
worked in the soil with a rake.
Next, seed your lawn carefully.
Usually one pound of lawn seed
is used per 200 square feet of
lawn. Sow the seed in one direction first and then in the other
for even distribution. Cover the

of directors of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children; past
president of the Paducah Rotary
Club; vice-president of the Paducah Association of eommerce
and the Paducah Council of
Churches, and a former Eenior
warden of Grace Episcopal
Church, Paducah.
Funeral services and burial
was in Louisville Tuesday.
Harold Wiley, local manager,
attended the funeral.

You And Your Heart

Mrs. Edith Choate
Funeral services for Mrs. Edith
Emogene Choate, 84, were held
Monday at Obion Baptist Church
with the Rev. Willard Davis, the
Rev. Otis Shultz and the Rev.
Edwin Taylor officiating. Burial
was in Pleasant Valley Cemetery.
Mrs. Choate died Saturday
night at her home, Wingo, Rt. 1.
She is survived by two sons
Aubrey Choate, Wingo, and Jesse
Choate, Detroit; two sisters, Mrs.
Nell Keen, Pryorsburg, and Mrs.
Agnes Skinner, Detroit; three
grandchildren and seven great
grandchildren.

Sidney J. Means
Sidney J. Means died at his
home east of Latham, Tenn. Saturday morning, April 19, after an
extended illness. He was 76.
He was born in the Latham
community on Oct. 9, 1881. He
married Miss Ellen Workman and
four children were born. He was
an active farmer until his health
gave way. He was a member of
the New Hope Baptist Church.
Services were held Sunday afternoon at 2:30 at the New Hope
Baptist Church. The Rev. J. A.
Wilkerson officiated. Burial was
in the church cemetery, under di-

seed with a light coat of soil
about one eighth of an inch deep.
Then. use a board or roller to
press the soil.
Frequent watering is essential
during the first few weeks. A
sprinkler is most effective, esmcially when the grass is young.
Once the grass begins to grow.
cutting should be carefully considered. For the first cuttings the
mower blades should be as high
as possible. Be sure the blades are
sharp.
If your lawn is established but
needs a little rejuvenating, you
heart to pump more slowly and
makes it easier for a surgeon
to work inside the heart. The
body temperature of the patient.
who is under anesthetic, is reduced to about ES or 90 degrees,
from a normal 98.6, for heart
surgery.

should rake it with a long-tooth
rake to loosen the soil to a depth
of an inch or more, then sow one
pound of lawn seed to each 300
square feet of lawn, using more
in the thinner areas. Use a Ehorttooth rake to cover it and then
roll it or tramp it with a flat
board and sprinkle lightly. Top it
with fertilizer (four pounds to
each 100 square feet).
So, you see, the grass needn't
be greener on the other side of
the fence, provided you plant up
during the coming Clean-Up,
Paint-Up, Fix-Up campaign.
slow down body processes
some cases of sickness.,

During the past few years a
Several ice blankets have been
new and relatively simple device
purchased for Kentucky hospitals
has been helping to save the lives
by Kentucky Heart Association
of
patients
undergoing
heart
and its local chapters, as a Heart
surgery. Called a hypothermia
Fund service. These hypothermia
machine or hypothermia blanket,
made
the device is aptly named. "Hypo"
Prior to development of the units have undoubtedly
is a Greek work meaning "down" hypothermia blanket, refrigerat- heart surgery safer and have
or "beneath." —Thermia" is also ion of patients had been done actually helped save lives.
of Greek derivatioin and means crudely with ice packs.
simply "heat." So, literally, the
The ice blanket is also used to
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
hypothermia machine is a tool
used to lower the body's temperature.
The machine works like a re-•
frigeration unit, with the patient
6.70-15 Blackwall Nylon Tires — $12.96 plus tax
*rapped In a rubberised mat in
which a cooling agent is circulatand your recappable tire.
ed through inner coils. The patient's temperature is thus effect6 Volt Batteries — $7.95 exchange. 12 months
ively and painlessly lowered.
Guarantee.
This technique of "freezing" a
patient has been devised mainly
$59.95
Vacuum Cleaner, disposable bag type.
for heart operations and is sometimes called artificial hibernatOnly — $34.95
ion.
Complete line of Auto, Truck and Tractor Tires.
Cooling the patient reduces
particularly his brain's need as
We Sell for CASH and WE SELL for LESS
well as other vital organs. for
blood. This, in turn, causes the

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS GO FARTHER -

rection of W. W. Jones and Sons
Funeral Home of Martin.
Mr. Means leaves his wife; a
son, Birch Means of Palmersville;
three daughters, Mrs. Pauline
Winitead of Dresden. Mrs. Lena
Kimbel of Martin and Mrs. Mary
Lee Stow of Akron, Ohio; three
sisters, Mrs. E. E. Carney of Palmersville, Mrs. Ellis Barber of
Martin and Mrs. Gertie Hurley
of Detroit; 10 grandchildren and
seven great-grandchildren.
Mr. Means has relatives living
in South ,Fulton.
Pallbearers were Aubry Carney,
Carl Camel, Joe T. Laws, Donell
W. Laws. Jimmie Carney and
Bron Dickson.

RED-HOT LINIMENT
AND RIGA-T
Work together, don't you see
And if you want to know,
This is just how they go
Red-Hot limbers up old, stiff joints
Rega-T peps up vital points
To give to life much more joy.
And make an old man feel like a boy

LEON'S TIRE & OIL COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.

Announcing the Sale of
The Austin and Austin Seed Company
(at Cayce. Ky.)
to the

West Kentucky Seed Company
owned and operated by
Bennie Moore and Jack Austin
•

•

•

• Combined experience of 25 years in the seed
business. All kinds of field seeds will be processed, bought and sold.
• Several brands of high-grade mixed fertilizers
available.
• &Y.(
" potash, TVA Ammonium nitrate and highanalysis phosphate.
• Keystone fencing wire, baling wire and baler
twine for sale.
• Farm-craft, Pfister, DeKalb, Funk's G and King
hybrid seed corn and all verities of soybeans on
hand.

Red-Hot Liniment 25c and 50c
Riga-t Tonic, Big Bottle $1

• Wool-buying service available. Contact us for top
prices before you sell!

Both sold at Fulton drug and some general stores

One-Stop Store for the best in field seed

MR. FARMER — make par warehouse your

on a guarantee or by mail postpaid from
and farm supplies!

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
Union City, Tenn.

West Kentucky Seed Company
Cayce, Ky.

Foux 11 HI'S DAYS

Phone 2601

A<,

vt4

WRY

IA
Mayfield, Ky.

UNION CITY STORE HOURS
Monday thru Friday open 9:00 a. m. Close 5:30 p. m.
Saturday Open 9-00 a. m. Close 8:00 p. m.
Stores Close at Noce on Wed. May— June—July—Aug.

in

9 BIG DAYS•••APRIL 24th THROUGH MAY 3rd
CELEBRATING BELK S 10TH ANNIVERSARY WITH STOREWIDE SAVINGS FOR EVERYONE!
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Winners Of 4-H Club Rallies
Are Announced By Mrs. McLeod

•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

•

TO LAT' FOR LAST WEIR

Four 4-H Club Rallies were
held in Cayce, Fulton, Hickman
Western on April 15 and 16 for
girls clothing projects and demonstrations.
The Rallies were judged by
Mrs. Stanley Griffin, Home Demonstration Agent in Carlisle
Ray Williams has been appointCounty. Winners were chosen to
the Fulton
represent the county in the Dis- ed city chairman of
trict Contest and in the Style Re- Salvation Army Unit by District
Representative Ernie V. Thompview Junior Week.
Linda Arrington won the style son of Murray.
review with a tailored suit.
The Salvation Army will open
In the Senior Demonstrations a center in Fulton sometime durin dairying, Elaine Butler won a ing the month of June at which
blue ribbon. She represented the time a consentrated fund drive
county in the district contest at will be made. As yet, ncx building
Paducah Saturday,
has been chosen for the location
In General Demonstrations, of the center.
Linda Arrington won a blue ribbon. She represented the county
in the District Contest at Paducah Saturday.
In the Cayce Demonstrations,
Ann Adams will represent the
county in the District Junior Demonstration Contest at Mayfield,
April 26.
In addition, the following girls
won ribbons.

Williams Is City
Chairman Of Salvation
Army Unit In Fulton

Mrs. Clay McConnell and daughters have returned to their home
In Decater Ga. after visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Will Reed
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver
and children from Nashville spent
the weekend with homefolks.
Fred Vaughan returned to his
home after being a patient at
the veterans hospital In Nashville
for the past several weeks last
Thursday.
Miss Rebecca Hagler, Mr. Will
Hagler and Mr. Doug Phillips were
Weekend visitors with Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Vaughan.
Glad to report Mrs. Joe Croft
to be Improving at the HIllview
hospttaL

Mr. Dewey Grissom has been
dismissed from the Hillview hospital
Mike Wright is the victim of
measles. Several cases are being
reported in the C. 0. community.
Several member of the C. G.'
club attended an electrical cooking demonstration at the municipal office in Martin last Tuesday afternoon. This correspondent was the most surprised person present when her name was
drawn for the door prize, a very
nice automatic 0. E. percolator.
Sympathy is extended to the
loved ones of Mrs. Em Griffin
who passed away after many
months of suffering last Friday
night. She had been a patient in
the hospital since December 23.
A very large number attended the funeral service conducted
by Bro. Garvin Brundige at Oak
Grove Sunday afternoon.
The C. G. club will meet in the
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1,405 People See
Mobile Exhibit Unit
A total of 1,405 people saw the
Atoms For Peace Mobile Exhibit
Unit, sponsored by the local
Jaycees, here recently.
The unit was first displayed
Tuesday afternoon at the South
Fulton High School, where it was
seen by 550 students. Then the
unit was moved to Fulton High
School, where it was seen by 318
students. Later, it was on Lake
Street in front of the Dotty Shop
and 537 citizens of Fulton came to
see the unit.
Billie Homra was chairman in
charge of the display here. He
was assisted by Paul Kaanow and
Hubert Mullins.
home of Mrs. Orvin Morrison
Thursday at 1 p. m. Members
are expected and visitors are
are expected and visitors are
welcomed.

ed by the Highway commission is
undergoing a new revision, he
revealed.
The proposed highway plan on
the Kentucky side, is that Highcall
ly
Although plans ultimate
way 51 will be made into a fourfor Highway 51 to be four-lanes lane highway from Fulton to 19
wide all the way from the Mis- miles north of here.
sissippi border in Tennessee to the
Kentucky line, Commissioner W.
M. Leech estimates it may be a
10-to-15-year job before the highway can be brought up to the
standards West Tennesseans are
AU types of insurance
demanding, according to the
Union City Messenger
SAVE ! GET our
Herbert Bates, Tennessee state
PACKAGE DEAL
highway engineer, said a fourlane highway is planned in the
"Covering everything"
"fourseeable future" between
of
North
rg.
Memphis and Dyersbu
422 Lake St.
Dyersburg lies in the "beyond Fulton, Hy.
Phone 408
category" he said.
A work schedule recently issu-

Says Highway Work
Will Take 15 Years

Dewey Johnson
lw

Right Size...Right Shape!
Survey Choice-2 to 1*

APRONS
Cayce: Blue ribbons--Annette
Bizwell, Margaret Sue Maddox,
Mary Lou Maddox, Susan Ann
Glidewell, Nancy O'Conner, Carreen Harrison. Brenda Cruce,
Judy Lucia. and red ribbon, Lola
Mae Floyd, and red ribbon, Susan
Ann Mayfield:
Fulton: Blue ribbons—Ida Carol
Holes, Ruth Worley, Joyce Dean
Owens, Glenda Thurman, Helen
Worley, Brenda Morrow.
Hickman: Blue ribbons—Hellica
Williams, Donna Forsythe, Harriet Baldridge, Martha Ann Barnett, Ann Marshall, Brenda Kaye
Griffin, Alice Goalder, Lois Lee
Kemp, Anna Greer Terry Ann
Sarrett, Judy Thomas, Karen
Green, Melinda Travis, Charlene
Williams, Linda Gibson, Jimette
Dedmon. Janit Ann Jennings,
Barbara Lattus, Rita Lattus, Jean
Johnson, Betty Bacon, Joyce
Everett. Red ribbons— Glenda
Sue Rice and Sandra Ballow.
Western: Elizabeth Moreland,
blue, Maggie Tacker. red, Barbara Ann 'server, blue, Sue Ann
Crawell, red, Georgia Ann Parker, blue, Joyce Crittenden, red,
Lavade Everett, red, Joyce Dean
Caldwell. white, Mary Evelyn
Brown, blue, Wanda Davis red.

Here!
The al-purpose loaf
you asked for•

SKIRTS AND BLOUSES
Cayce. Sue Jean Sublett, blue,
Shirley Conner, red, Virginia Ann
Brasfield, blue, Martha Mozelle
Kocker. blue, Martha Frances
Cruce, red, Sheila Moss, blue,
Sandra Sue Harrison, red. Joyce
Marie Everett, blue, Catherine
Ann Jones, blue, Patsy O'Conner,
red, Patsy Joe Owens, blue, Ann
Adams, blue, Laurece Smithmler,
red, Judy Gore, red.
Fulton: Diane Biniord blue,
Annie Lee Green. blue, Josephine
Hancock, blue, Ida Jane Finch,
red, Scarlet Turner, blue, Carol
Jeffress, red, Rita Thompson, blue.
Western: Brenda Riley, red,
Sarah Bing, blue Thelma Bing,
red.
Hickman . Janice Yarbro, blue,
Brenda Roberts, red, Tommie
Nell Bradley, blue, Joanne Clare
McGinness, blue, Phyllis Choate,
blue, Glario Ross, red.
SCHOOL DRESSES
Cayce. Joyce Lynn Davis, blue,
Nancy Shutt blue, Voncile Stayton, blue. Peggy Graddy, blue,
Peggy Sue Stroud, blue, Sarah
Hutchison, red.
Fulton: Brenda Crocker, blue,
Jean Burnette, blue, Linda Arrington (suit), blue, Elaine Butler, blue.
, Western: Kitty: Sue Mitchum
blue, Anna Mae4lrunswick, red,
Nancy McCollum, red. Betty
Mitchum, blue, Linda McCollum,
red.
Hickman: Judy'Lee Cole, blue,
Georgia Ann Hurt, blue, Nancy
Reid Shaw, blue, Car ol yn
Mooney, blue.
PAJAMAS:
Mabry, red,
Cayce: Carol
Phyllic Campbell, blue.
Western: Linda McMullin, red,
Linda Pearl Mills, blue.
Hickman: Joyce Robinson, blue.
PLAY SUITS
Fulton: Kay French, blue.
Hickman: Harriet Newton, blue.
Jean Burnette won blue on a
cotton sheath dress with jacket.
Linda Arrington was Style Review Winner on Tailored Suit and
Elaine Butler won blue on a
semi-tailored dress and duster.
Linda Arrington of Fulton was
winner of a blue ribbon in the
girl's general demonstration at
the 4-H Area 1 Rally Day in Paducah Saturday.
SQUARE DANCE
Hoedowners will be interested in another attraction at the
State Fairgrounds and Exposition
Center this year. This is the National Square Dance Convention
to be staged June 19-21. Thousands of square dancers from all
ate
over the world in appropri
costumes will congregate.

preIn a recent survey, the size and shape of Colonial's new Buttermilk Sandwich Loaf was
ferred over all others by housewives better than 2 to 1.
Buttermilk Sandwich Bread is
Not too large, not too small, the New Colonial
iches, after-school snacks and
just right for golden breakfast toast, delicious sandw
every day table use.
wrapped in cellophane and Made
This convenient all-purpose loaf is Thin Sliced,
features. Serve Colonial
with Buttermilk. Don't deny your family all these bonus
Buttermilk Sandwich Bread regularly.

AT QUALITY-CONSCIOUS STORES EVERYWHERE!

Colonial's

d

*SURVEY DATA AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Bread
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WE RENT - - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Alaj,. KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
WIZARD super-outside white
paint. Covers almost everything; save money, time and
effort. Only $4.95 gallon at
Western Auto, Lake Street,
Fulton.
MOTORCYCLES: new and used.
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.

SPECIAL LOT
CLOSEOUT
WALL PAPER
29c ROLL
(Values to 60c roll)

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS
TRADE • NOW

H&M
TELEVISION
202 Lake St.

Fulton

FARM LOANS

Close-Out
SALE

Long Terms-Easy Payments

Thurs-Fri-Sat.
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min
ute,, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 160
Wick Smith Agency

Cottons, Chiffons, Chintz;
all our lace and dotted
swiss

ONLY 50c YD.
•

•

•

Get your sewing needs
for the summer at

BARGAINS: nice kitchen cabinet
$11.50; living room suites $12.50
to $59.95; odd chairs $3.00 to
$5.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
478.

Fulton Fabric Shop
Commercial Avenue

PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Term.

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
List your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL

WOOD & PRUITT TV

555 FULTON, KY.

Main St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

129 MAYFIELD, KY.

206 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.
Motorola-Capitol-RCA
HiFi, tape recorders
record players
Complete selection
of RECORDS
Pops-classical-gospel
Join our Record Club
Buy 10.-get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders
I

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Torn
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.

Phone 5 CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Chevrolet parts for best performance service satisfaction.
Available in Fulton only at
USED ranges: we have several
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
good used gas ranges for sale
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
at bargain prices-can be used
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
on bottled or natural gas. See
phone 38.
Airlene Gas Company,301 Main
Street, or phone 960. Fulton,
SEE US
Ky.

Look Smart!-Feel Smart!
Fashion's smartest Men's Wear
top name brands.

Arrow Shirts
Knox Hats
Style-Mart Suits
Alligator rainwear
Arrow underwear

WE RE-STYLE your old shoes
with new neels; you'll like our
work. Forrester's Shoe Shop,
Fulton.
Full line of wash 81 wear and
drip-dri clothing and suits

Before You Purchase
Your Seed and
Fertilizer Needs

1

Top-Quality Field Seeds
and Fertilizer
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
201 Central Ave. Phone 399

Phone 233

SPRINGTIME IS CLEAN-UP
AND TUNE-UP TIME
Which of These Specials
Does Your Car Need?

CHOOSE IF10111 THESE
HYSRIDS
E14111t0 SO
boat for tortit• sotto
MDR° 411
boat =or
s type

Your Embro dealer will
gladly advise you. See
him for free literature
and information.

See Us For Your
SOYBEAN SEED
Browder Milling Company, Inc.
FULTON

WHITE NAMEDContinued from Pave One
who had an over-all averege of
B 'or better.
Since 1933, there have been only
th ree
valedictorians besides
White, who have had records of
all A's. They include Ann Valentine in 1936, Jerry Atkins in 1950
and Tommy Nall in 1951.
The valedictorians and salutatorians since 1933 who have had
all A's except one B are James
Robert Powers, salutatorian, 1936;
Jane Alley, valedictorian, 1939;
Jimmie James, valedictorian,
1939; Reed Holland. valedictorian,
1948; Joe James, valedictorian,
1949; Wendell Norman, salutatorian, 1951; Ella Doyle, salutatorian,
1958; and Susan McDaniel, Class
Day speaker, 1958.
White, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
White, has been a class officer his

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street

UNION CITY

HICKMAN

(1) Free Lubrication with every oil change.
(2) Motor Tune-Up with inspection of front-end
lights and brakes on any make or model car,
$5.00.
(3) Wheel Balancing for 3.00 and weights furnished.

Fulton

FOR THE BEST iseal em Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0 Butts at The
Caldwell
Co
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 874. We trade for your
old equipment.

CC)

B-I-G DOUBLE

F U LTON

FEATURE PROGRAM!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

THOMAS electric organs can be
bought on a rent-to-own plan
at Jones Pianos, 1000 East Main
Street in Union City, Tenn.
Your inquiry and visit to our
showroom invited.

kik
V

DANE CLARK
MS CRAM

,,fort %OM
Pradalitile

Also-SCALP TREATMENT (Color Cartoon)!

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

•SUNDAY - MONDAY & TUESDAY

gliars
t Airatunir
6401 WU

VI

AGM h.....

MANE 1W W1D0LMai
DAMN Asslarr~111
HITS LINN A rompirspo

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Servine Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 874.

(4) Front Wheels and U Joints packed all for, $4.00.
(5) Wash, Polish, Wax and Vacuum Cleaned, $8.50.
(6)

Wash and Lubricate, $2.00.

JUST CALL 1287 or 1268 -. - WE WILL COME
FOR YOUR CAR AND DELIVER

RECOMMENDS

i5
li
INad
HYBRID SEED CORN

freshman, junior and senior senior play and was in the Junior
years, being president of his class /Ponies last year. During her
this year. He has been a member freshman and sophomore years
of the Annual staff and the Na- she was office girl and her freshtional Honor Society the past two man year she worked as librayears and is serving as president rian.
of the National Honor Society at
She participated in the Paduthis time.
cah Music Festival during her
White has also been a member sophomore and junior years. Her
of the Quill and Scroll his junior hobby is writing and during her
and senior years. He won the F. high school career she has receivH. S. Award last year and won ed 35 A's and one B.
monograms his freshman, sophoMiss McDaniel, during her high
more and junior years. He became school career has made 33 A's and
a member of the Bulldog Club one B. She has received three
this year and has played basket- monograms, the F, H. S. Award
ball, and golf for the past four and has been co-editor it the
years. His senior year he has been Kennel for the past three years.
a member of the fooball team at She has also been a member and
Fulton High. In golf he has won vice-president of the Quill and
several championships.
Scroll the past two years.
But was a member of the eonMiss McDaniel has been a memservation Club his freshman and ber of the National Honor Society
sophomore years and was select- for the past two years and dured as the most likely to succeed ing her junior year served as
and most studious" in the Senior
secretary. She was a member of
Who's Who. His junior year he
the Nurses Club her sophomore
was a member of the Pep Club
and senior years and for the past
and was selected to attend Boys
three years served as a majorette.
State.
She participated In the Junior
Recently' he .was named the
Follies her junior year and was
Kennel's Boy Citizen of the year,
selected to attend Girls State. In
and also the Rotary Club's School
the Senior Who's Who, she was
Citizen of the Year for Fulton
chosen the wittiest. In her sophoHigh.
more year she was a class officer
He is a member of the cast of
and is at present a member of
the senior play, was in the Junior
the Annual staff.
Follies, and has been a member
Miss McDaniel took part in the
of the Kennel staff for the past
Music Festival her freshman and
three years. His hobbies are huntjunior years and last year was
ing and golf, and in past years
a member of the Pep Club.
he has won many trophies riding
In her junior year she served
in horse shows.
as attendant to the Basketball
Miss Doyle has won three mon- Queen and this year was Homeograms and her junior year was coming Queen attendant. She is a
presented the F. H. S Award. Also member of the senior play staff.
in her junior year she won the Her hobbies are reading and
W. 0. W. American History A- music.
ward, and was selected to attend
the National High School Institute at Northwestern University,
where she placed first in feature
writing and received a trophy.
Miss Doyle has been editor of
the Kennel for the past three
years and has served as president
when it comes to picking
of Quill and Scroll her junior and
senior years. She has been a mem- your insurance counselber of the National Honor Soci- or. As your LOCAL. inety the past two years and is
serving as vice-president of the dependent agents, our
group this year.
first duty is to YOU. We
She has been a member of the look after your insurance
F. H. A. her junior and senior
years, and received her Junior needs with your best inDegree last year. She was a mem- terest in mind. And ... if
ber of the band her sophomore trouble comes ... we proyear and a member of the Nurses
vide PERSONAL serClub her sophomore and junior
vice, FAST! We relieve
years.
In the Senior Who's Who, she you of all claim problems
was selected the "Most Likely to!
Succeed" and the "Most StudCALL
ious." She was chosen the Kennel's "Girl Citizen of the Year"
this year.
In her freshman year she was
selected "Class Favorite" and
"Most Likely to Succeed."
Miss Doyle is a member of the

"LOCAL"Is The
Key Word

For The

I'm looking for tow agents to
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker service;
represent State Ins. Co. of Ky. TV ANTENNAS: We install- phone 38 during the
daytime
Get
and
move.
-repair
trade
in this and adjoining counties
and 1917 or 170I-R at night.
our prices. We service all makes
No experience needed as we
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
furnish leads, and full training
Fulton.
for personal interview. Write MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
giving full information first
and automatic medals, $13415 WANTED: wool. S. E. Hancock
letter. B. H. Evans 209 Guthrie
will receive wool at the wareand up. Sales and service.
Bldg. Paducah. Kentucky.
house of the West Kentucky
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Seed Company at Cayce this
season. For top market prices
phone Cayce 2601 or Fulton 959.

Many Kentucky farmers
have proved for themselves
that Embro Hybrids are to
producers. Embro research
has produced a number of
hybrids adapted to Kentucky
conditions. Let the Embro
Hybrid beet suited to your
farm increase your profits
through greater yields.

blot tiotek-maatartos, an *ono
!JARMO 101
boot km mottling.
EMBItO ISIMY
boot
an soils
Aloe U.S. la • KENTUCKY 1*3

See you sometine after June
14 . . . last day of Community
Awards. But shucks, folks ere
already clamoring for us to do
it again! And with a couple of
weeks rest . . we just might do
it.

•

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
216 Main

KENTUCKY

Continued from Page One
figures, everybody likes Pepsis.
And then there's the lady who
said when asked if she had been
buying milk products and other
food products said: "For the past
ten years I've been trying to
keep my weight at a normal level
and now I'm buying everything
they offer for credits and have
gained eight pounds in three
weeks.

203 Main St

Any make-any model
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

.01

Free pickup and delivery
in city.

Wade TV Service

Exchange Furniture Co.
Church Street
Fulton

TRANSFER CO.

Expert engine tune-up and
mower sharpening.

SPRING clearance: we have, sevCASHION'S
eral good 1.14ed gas heaters for
Specialized Service
sale at bargain prices. See AirFOR YOUR better dress shoes
lene Gas Company. 301 Main
with spike heels, bring them
Phones 559 and 459
Street, or phone 960. Fulton.
to us for safe repair. Special
111 East State Line
new machine designed exclusively for this type of heel repair SPRING specials: half and full- Across From Browder Mill office
at Forrester's Shoe Shop, Fulsize rollaway beds $17.50 to
ton.
$19.95; ' round table and six BULLY EYE Overalls:-made in
Dixie with pride and satisfacchairs $32.50 at Wade's Used
MENS' all-leather work shoes
tion by Southerners, ever prideFurniture Store. Trade with
$3.95 to $12.95 pair. Sizes 6-14,
ful of themselves and their
and Save. 112 Main Street,
widths A-H. Forrester's Shoe
work. Sold at $3.49 by The Edphone 478.
Shop, Fulton.
wards Store, "American as the
WELLS DRILLED for industry
Constitution"; Mayfield, Ky.
HOME furnishings: bed springs
and homes Modena equipment,
$7.50 to $12.50; gas range $37.50
experienced workmen. Write
at Wade's Used Furniture Store;
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,a
Trade with Wade and Save.
Fulton, Ky.
112 Main Street; phone 478.

• * •

GILLUM

NOTE/VOX-SPRINGTIME IS
Lawn Mower Time !

KING MOTOR CO., INC.
101 WEST STATE LINE
FULTON, KENTUCKY

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1656
Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
. on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders
LADIES! Have you tried a pair
of long-wearing Nylon lifts for
your spike heels? Get them at
Forrester's Shoe Shop in Fulton.
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News-COCK-A-DOOLE DOG (Cartoon) &
ARCTIC GEESE (Color Parade) II

Student
in Fulton
given "C
day to ea
campaign
Fulton.
The ca
here Sat
parade.

